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Presidential selection process continues

Frymire named new board of regents chairman
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
After relinquishing the chairmanship of the Murray Statc
University Board of Regents
Saturday, Ron Christopher said
his decision was based on an "informal agreement" reached during the one-hour executive session
of the afternoon meeting.
Following the swearing in of
five newly-appointed board
members by Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr., J. William Howerton,
Paducah, moved for the closed
session to discuss election of
board officers. The motion was
approved unanimously.
Returning to public session,
Christopher read a typed stateRon Christopher
ment and Howerton followed with
a nomination of Richard L. governor's choice for the job, but
Frymire, Madisonville, as the emphasized there was "no undue
political pressure or undue inchairman's successor.
A Murray attorney, Christopher fluence in the election of the chairman."
said he did not refer to his action
After the meeting. Christopher
as a resignation. After the extold reporters he agreed to relinecutive session, "I called for an
quish the chairmanship because,
election of officers and removed
during the closed session, "there
my name from the vote."
was an informal agreement ... an
Christopher has been a central
figure in the 18-month conflict bet- assurance indicated that these
ween the regents and MSU Presi- five ( new regents ) recognize the
action of the board and the
dent Constantine W. Curris.
Christopher, along with Billy (presidential selection process
"144organ, Benton, and Jere Mc- will continue."
.
Howerton, a State Court of ApCuiston, Trenton, were the three
state-appointed regents who peals judge, confirmed there was
refused to resign at Browg's re- an agreement to follow through
with the search for a president,
quest in an August meeting in
Frankfort. The governor asked for and added Curris will not be conthe resignations of all state- sidered for the job.
He noted the previous board had
appointed regents in hopes of putvoted not to renew Curris' conting an end to the controversy.
Frymire, a major general who tract — which expires June 30,
commands the Kentucky Air Na- 1983 — and said after the meeting,
think he has done a lot of very
tional Guard, was elected
good things. But no matter how
unanimously. Morgan was elected
vice chairman by acclaimation. good a job he's done, there is a
Besides Frymire, other new
question if he would be effective.
regents are Michael N. Harreld, We have a search process underway and at the end of nine months
Louisville banker; Robert
Lawton, Central City insurance that will be it. He's not going to apexecutive; and B.M. Westberry, ply . . . and he's not going to be
Marion attorney and past presi- sought out either."
dent of the Kentucky Bar AssociaWhen asked if Curris had aption.
proached any board members
Concerning his replacement as about a new contract, Howerton
board chairman, Christopher
replied, "That is false," and said
acknowledged Frymire was the
he had arranged a meeting with

Alumni director awarded
scholarship to institute
Donna R. Herndon, director of
alumni affairs at Murray State
University, has been awarded a
scholarship by the Council for Advancement and Support of Education ( CASE to attend an institute
in the summer of 1983.
Her scholarship will pay the
enrollment fee, as well as room
and board, for the "Summer Institute in Alumni Administration," which is scheduled July 1823 at Franklin Pierce College in
Rindge, N.H.
That institute is one of 13 CASEsponsored conferences across the
country dealing with alumni administration and alumni affairs in
1982-83. One scholarship has been
made available for each conference in the nationwide competition to identify new professionals
with a high degree of motivation
and promise.
Other area which are the focus
of CASE workshops, conferences
and institutes in 1982-83 are
government relations, institutional relations, publications,
periodicals, and fund-raising.
Mrs. Herndon is the only scholarship recipient from Kentucky for
any of the conferences.
Director of alumni affairs for
the past year, Mrs. Herndon was
appointed in April by Gov. John Y.
Brown to a three-year term as a
member of the newly created Kentucky Juvenile Justice Commission. ,
The Juvenile Justice"Conunission was established "to continue
to develop and maintain an effective, efficient, integrated and
'tthiiiit-e-liemive • juvenile justice
system in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky" and to advise the
. governor and members of the
Kentucky General Assembly on
matters of juvenile justice.
Mrs. Herndon. prior to joining
the staff at Murray State, was the
director of Project COPE and a

Donna Herndon
counselor at Calloway County
High School. Project COPE was a
prevention-based counseling program designed and implemented
by Mrs. Herndon which resulted in
a 71 percent reduction in juvenile
court appearances by students at
Calloway County High School.
Mrs. Herndon, a Murray native
and 1964 summa cum laude
graduate of Murray State, has a
background in the past few years
that also includes diversified
public relations and educationrelated experience in public and
private schools and community
service settings.

the president to get a status report
on the university.
In his statement, the Murray attorney said, "I urge, plead and
beg that we as a board affirm at
this moment that we bring an end
to the dividedness that has
plagued this campus far too long..
.All we must do is work together —
doing our best and assuring the
faculty, staff, students, alumni
and the public-at-large that we
will proceed with selecting a new
defending against
president

sabotage and free from political
influence."
Christopher reported the school
has received 175 applications for
the presidency and that the
deadline is Oct. 1.
The presidential selection process, new committee formation,
and by-laws are among topics to
be discussed by the board during a
retreat scheduled for Sept. 26-27 at
Lake Barkley Lodge. There is a
public meeting scheduled for 1:30
p.m. Sept 27, but Frymire said the

remainder of the retreat will be
closed to the public.
The Kentucky Open Meetings
Law states that a governing board
of a state university can only go
into closed session for matters
concerning personnel or property
acquisition. Frymire had no comment on the reason for the private
retreat.
In other business the board:
• Elected Patsy Dyer,secretary to
the president, to another term as
secretary to the board of regents

Also re-elected was Jim Hall, vice
president for administrative affairs, who will remain treasurer of
the board.
• Appointed Dr. James I.. Booth,
chairman of the speech and
theater department, to an interim
term as vice president of
academic programs at an annual
salary of $44,000.
• Named Dr. John Kruger chairman of the industrial education
department at a salary of $34.000 a
year.
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NEW REGENTS — Board and presidential secretary Patsy Dyer
began Saturday's Murray State University Board of Regents
meeting with the swearing in of five newly-appointed regents. They
are (from left) Robert Lawton, Central City; B.M. Westberry.

Marion; Richard L. Frymire, Madisonville, who was later elected
chairman; Michael N. Harreld, Louisville: and J. William Howerton,
Paducah.
Staff photo by John Salerno

C.S. Lowry to be Founders'Day speaker
Dr. C.S. Lowry,a teaching landmark at Murray State University
before his retirement in 1968, will
deliver the fourth annual
Founders' Day address at a campus convocation in Lovett
Auditorium on Wednesday, Sept.
22.
His address will be the highlight
of a program to begin at 10:30
a.m. to observe the 59th anniversary of the beginning of classes at
Murray State and to honor the
founders of the university.
Faculty members will don caps
and gowns to march in an
academic procession, and class
schedules have been revised to

enable students to participate in
the ceremony which marks an
historic occasion.
The public, especially alumni
and retired faculty and staff, is encouraged to attend both the convocation and the 2 p.m. dedication
of the Wrather West- Kentucky
Museum, which will be followed
by an open house.
Lowry. a native of Caldwell
County, joined the faculty at Murray State in 1925 — two years after
the school opened its doors to
students for the first time on Sept.
24, 1923 — and was a mainstay on
the faculty for 43 years.
He became chairman of the

Murray High first, CCHS
third in band contest
The Murray High School marching band placed first in Class
AA while Calloway County High
School finished third in Class A in
the Lone Oak Invitational Saturday.
Besides placing tops in its class.
Murray High also was honored for
best field commander and best
percussion.
Whitney Taylor is field commander. Percussion leader is
Robert Perrin.
"About 40 percent of our band
members this year are freshmen

Authorities recover body
The body of a Hopkinsville man, fishermen. Brame was taken to
63-year-old James Pyle. was pull- the Marshall County Hospital for
ed from Kentucky Lake at 10:48 observation.
a,,m. Sunday. Members of the
According to Kentucky State
Count)/.Rescue Squad T'offctr- inictiniationid OfTiKer,
and the Kentucky. Water Patrol Richard Wright, ,,the two had
had been searching for his body decided to change their fishing
since the drowning Friday even- location. As they turned the'boat
ing.
the steering wheel broke causing
A passenger in the boat, Ruth the accident to occur
Hopkinsville,
of
also
65,
Brame,
The incident occurred sonic 15
escaped serious injury when she
was aided by two neaqy miles south of Kentucky Dam.

Department of Social Sciences
and was renowned for his thought.
provoking and sometimes unorthodox classroom technique.
Thousands of students remember
him best for his insistence that
they learn, whether they were soinclined or not. ,

Dennis Crawford
graduates from
KSP academy
FRANKFORT — Dennis Wayne
Crawford of Murray was sworn in
today as a Kentucky State
Trooper and assigned to the state
police post in Harlan.
One of 37 graduating cadets
from the Kentucky State Police,
Crawford has spent the past 18

and they are doing a great Job in
the face of competition from much
larger schools," Paul Blackburn.
Murray High band director,said.
Wayne Pope, CCHS band director, was pleased with his band's
performance. "We've made alot
of improvements. Progress is
showing up very much. We're on
our way to being very good."
Christian County won the
sweepstakes trophy for most
points by a band in any class.
On Thursday, the both local
bands will parti .'ipate in the Kentucky Music F ducator's Festival
Dennis Wayne Crawford
at Murray St ite University. On
Oct. 2, the Tiger band will travel weeks at the academy where the
to the Fayette County Lion's Club cadets underwent a grueling
Kentucky Invitational. There will training program in traffic law enbe 20 bands throughout the state forcement, criminal investigation
competing in this contest, to be and physical fitness.
The first class of cadets to be
held at Henry Clay High School in
hired by the state police in nearly
Lexington
Tickets can be secured by con- three years, the- new troopers
tacting Blackburn at , Murray were sworn in in the Capitol
nigh. Proceeds from advance Rotunda by Kentucky, Supreme
ticket sales will help support the Court Justice Robert F. Stephens.
Afterwards, they were addressMurray program.
Assistant Murray High Band ed by Adj. gen. Billy Wellman. the
Director is Gary Mullins. Tiger newly-appointed secretary of the
Color Guard is directed by Jamie Justice Cabinet and acting KSP
commissioner.
Blackburn \.

One writer once described his
•
lectures this way:
"His sentences are punctuated
by Mephistophelian scowls.
scathing frowns of indignation, a
mask of intense concentration.
leers, and frequently a complete
breakdown into honestlaughter.
"Or to put it bluntly, he's never
dull. 'If they ever say I am. please
tell me and I'll do something about
it.' he says."
As an indication of the esteem
and respect he earned in his long
(Continued On Page 2)

cool tonight
Tonight partly cloudy and
quite cool. Lows in the upper
40s. North winds 5 to lOmph.
Tuesday partly cloudy and
unseasonably cool. Highs in the
low to mid 605. North winds
around lOmph.
Wednesday through Friday.
Cool with little or no rain expected. Highs will be in the 70s.
Lows will be in the 40s Wednesday warming to the 50s by F'riday
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MSU professor visits Shakespeare's England
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Appreciators of Shakespeare
are naturally drawn to Stratfordupon-Avon, England, his home
town and seat of the prestigious
Royal Shakespeare Company.
As a drama teacher. director
and actor, James I.-Schempp was
only too happy to spend six weeks
of his summer there, studying Old
Will's plays and seeing the RSC's
productions. The experience did
not disappoint him.
Schempp, of the Murray State
University Speech and Theater
Department, traveled to Stratford
on sabbatical and attended the
36th annual Shakespeare Summer
School. Staying in small villages
with his wife and six-year-old
daughter showed him the beauties
of the English countryside, while
lectures and plays gave him insights into the dramatist's work.
"I'm quite enthusiastic about
Shakespeare," Schempp remarked while recalling his summer ex-

cursion. "I don't think it is caviar:
I don't think it's just for the
scholars. We have to break it
away from scholars like
myself ..His plays were to be performed before the people. They
weren't written just for a king or
queen."
That fact was impressed on him
in something of a "revelation,"
when one early morning he heard
two Stratford street-sweepers
discussing the previous night's
play in critical terms.
Schempp, who has performed
and done technical work for
several Shakespeare productions,
found most of the lecturers, and
most of the plays, to be very good.
Particular), excellent was "Much
Ado About Nothing" with Derek
Jacobi of public television's "I,
Claudius" in the lead role,he said.
His daughter even enjoyed "The
Tempest," though she dozed in the
James I. Schempp
final act.
A seminar in Elizabethan hand- read that elegant but difficult
writing also taught Schempp to script, which may be of value in

researching documents of the
time, he said. After learning the
characters, "it'S just about like
deciphering some freshman's
poor handwriting," Schempp explained. In his exam it took him
two days to transcribe 32 lines of
verse.
Besides a whetted appetite for
performing in and directing
Shakespeare's plays, Schempp
brought back with him a strong
impression of England as "extremely civilized" -- and extremely old. Stratford has been
settled for at least 2,000 years, he
said, and "anywhere you build in
Stratford you're bound to run into
some ruins." Noting that his own
home was built in 1977, Schempp
said,"Nobody has ever built there
before, as opposed to England
where everybody has built
everywhere before."
One farmhouse in which the
Schempps stayed was so old that
''there was not a level floor in the
whole house" due to settling over

the years
The family: spent a week in London, and were in the section of
Hyde Park that was bombed by
the IRA two weeks before the incident. In fact, Schempp took a picture of the same regiment that
suffered fatalities in the bombing.
Upon returning to London on their
way home, "because of that we
decided we'd forgo the changing
of the guard."
They also visited Edinburgh,
Leeds and Wales, among other
places.
Now that he's back in Murray,
Schempp hopes to take part in the
community theater's production
of "A Midsummer Night's
Dream- this spring. And he has
an interesting perspective on local
theater compared to that of Britain, considered by many the pin- nacle of English-speaking theater
interpretation.
"I would say that as a participant in plays), one is better off in
Murray than in Stratford,"

Schempp said. Very few schools in
England teach theater, and most
students have less access to working in theater than in the U.S., he
explained.
"You don't have universities
turning out students who have
studied acting nearly at the level
we do in the U.S.," he said.
Whereas the majority of actors in
the Louisville Actors' Theater, for
instance, have had training
somewhere else, the RSC trains
Its own actors, and "I found in the
RSC there were people ( in minor
roles) who couldn't act,"
Schempp said.
"That's one place where the
U.S. has a definite edge. We're
training people for theater who
get to be rotten or good before
they go out and make money at
it."
However, Britain has the edge
in one of its more "civilized"
features, Schempp thinks: "A
three-day weekend makes so
much sense."

AO!

Authors nationwide
to attend book fair

•

FRANKFORT — Authors
throughout Kentucky and the nation will be in Frankfort Nov. 20,
for the first Kentucky Book Fair.
Sponsored by a non-profit corporation formed by a Frankfortarea board of directors in 1981, the
fair's purpose is promoting all
forms of the writing profession,
Kentucky's libraries and
associated services.
The book fair, patterned in part
after a similar event each year in
Washington sponsored by the National Press Club, will be a daylong event at the new Kentucky
Department for Libraries and Archives building on Coffeetree
Road.
Authors will be invited to attend
the book fair and autograph copies
,of their latest books, which will be
available for sale at discounted
prices. National authors must
have published a book within the
last year: Kentucky authors are
being invited without restriction.
Carleton West, editor of the
Frankfort State Journal and
chairman of the Kentucky Book
Club Committee, said the purpose
of the Book Fair is twofold: To
honor authors by providing them a
forum to meet the reading public
and to raise money which the committee intends to use for the promotion of the writing profession
and libraries, the most important
repositories of books available to
the public.
As a fundraising endeavor to
support the first Kentucky Book
Fair. the Kentucky Heritage Map
was created and the Book Fair
Committee will sell posters of the

Lowry...
teaching career. Lowry was the
recipient of the first Distinguished
Professor of the Year Award
presented by the Alumni Association in 1964.
Three years later he was
recognized again when a new addition to the library was completed and named the Lowry Annex in his honor.
Following his retirement, he
was accorded one of the highest

DU site changed
The local chapter of Ducks
Unlimited will meet at 7 p.m.
Tuesday at DeVanti's.
The meeting was changed
because of a schedule conflict with
Sirloin Stockade, where the
meeting originally was to be held.
All members and interested
sportsmen are urged to attend.

Heritage Map throughout Kentucky.
The map is a three-dimensional
construction of pine weighing 200
pounds by Frankfort woodworker
Robert Rodgers. Each of Kentucky's 120 counties is depicted as
a shadowbox in which 512 items
representing the culture, history,
folklore, industry, natural
resources, agriculture, wildlife,
educational institutions landmarks and tourist attractions are
depicted in miniature.
Items for the one-of-a-kind map
were collected from throughout
Kentucky with the help of the
state's 15 Area Development
District directors, the Bluegrass
Miniature Society and literally
dozens of citizens in every area of
the commonwealth.
The posters, which sell for $15.75
each, will be sold at the Kentucky
State Fair, at the Book Fair in
November and can be ordered
from the Book Fair Committee,
P.O. Box 537, Frankfort, Ky.,
40602.

School prayer gaining weight
By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I API — Conservative Sen. Jesse Helms appears
close to a preliminary victory in
his effort to push school prayer
legislation through the Senate this
year.
Republican sources say vote
counts taken late last week show
the North Carolina Republican is
likely get the 60 votes he needs to
limit debate on the proposal to
restore prayer to the classroom.
That will not end the battle, but
it will demonstrate that conservatives have the strength to get
the prayer measure through the
Senate if they are able to force a
direct yes or no vote on the
posal.
A vote was scheduled today on
cloture, the parliamentary term

Health care
seminar set
for Ken Lake

A seminar titled "Nursing and
the Health Care of Women" will
be offered at Kenlake State Resort
Also being planned for the Book
Park on Wednesday, Sept. 22, as
Fair are tours of the Capital City
part of the continuing education
for persons attending from all
parts of Kentucky, demonstraprogram of the Department of
Nursing at Murray State Universitions and displays associated with
ty.
writing and printing and other
events appropriate to a fair honorScheduled from 8 a.m. to 3:30
p.m., the session is designed to
ing authors and their profession.
The Kentucky Arts Council also is
provide an overview for
planning a writers' workshop Nov. registered and licensed practical
nurses of the concerns and issues
19 at Kentucky State University is
affecting and influencing the
which distinguished authors will
health care of women.
discuss their craft and offer
Ruby Black, assistant professor
readings of their work to parof nursing at Murray State, will
ticipants.
conduct the seminar, which will
include discussion of morbidity
and mortality rates, mental
health, sociocultural factors, and
(Continued From Page 1) the importance of preventive
measures.
honors a university can confer
Among health problems to be
when, in 1970, he was awarded an
explored will be premenstrual
honorary doctoral degree by Mursyndrome, toxic shock syndrome
ray State.
and genital herpes, as well as
In 1972, as part of a celebration
hazards to women in the home and
in observance of the fiftieth anwork setting.
niversary of Murray State, Lowry
The fee for the course is $25,
was chosen as the keynote
which includes lunch, breaks and
speaker to deliver the "Day of
workshop materials. Nurses may
Rededication" address.
earn credit for six continuing
Others on the Founders' Day
education contact hours by attenprogram will be Dr. Constantine
ding the seminar.
W. Curris, university president,
Nurses who wish to attend
who will welcome guests and in- should pre-register by Sept, 16 by
troduce Lowry, and Robert L. sending a check for $25 made
Hendon, professor of agriculture, payable to Murray State Universiwho will give the invocation and
ty, along widi name, address and
benediction.
telephone number,to:
The Murray State University
Janice Russell, Nurse AdBrass Choir under the direction of
ministrator for Continuing EducaEldon Matlick will play the protion, Department of Nursing,
cessional and recessional, and the
Mason Hall, Murray State UniverStudent Government Association sity, Murray, Ky., 4 207 1,
will provide ushers.
telephone ( 502) 762-6661.
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for cutting a filibuster to 100
hours.
As the Senate entered its fourth
week of debate on New Right
social issues, however, liberals
said they have other parliamentary devices available to prevent
a decisive vote on the popular
prayer issue.
Helms' proposal would prohibit
the Supreme Court from acting on
any case in which a state
legislature or state court decided
that the voluntary recitation of
officially-sponsored prayer in the
classroom was constitutional.
Critics like Sen. Lowell
Weicker, R-Conn., say the prayer
bill is only the latest in a series of
unconstitutional attacks on the independence of federal courts.
last week, the New Right suffered a major defeat when the
Senate set aside an anti-abortion
package pushed by Helms. But
both liberals and conservatives

agree that school prayer has
broad popular support, and would
likely be approved in the Senate,
and perhaps the House.
liberals, including Weicker,
and Max Baucus, R-Mont., said
they would continue to battle
Helms by calling up more than 600
amendments to the prayer proposal.
Meanwhile, in a weekend radio
address, President Reagan gave
momentum to the' conservative
drive to reverse the 1962 Supreme
Court decision prohibiting
officially-sponsored school
prayer.
Reagan, however, is urging a
constitutional amendment — not
simple legislation — on the subject, a proposal which congressional sources said might be considered during a lame-duck congressional session beginning in
Noveriper.

Republican congressional
sources said Reagan's renewed interest was designed to counter
negative political reaction to last
week's abortion defeat. Reagan
had personally lobbied on behalf
of the abortion bill, but had little
effect as some of the most conservative members of the Senate
voted against the measure.
Elsewhere, on Capitol Hill the
focus was expected to be on
pushing through money bills needed to finance federal government
operations over the next year.
There are 13 appropriations
bills heading toward resolution by
Oct. 1, the tnd of the fiscal year:
Howevel-, not all of them will be
approved, so a temporary funding
bill will be sent through to provide
the needed spending authority until a lame-duck session of Congress convenes, most likely in
November.

Massacre provokes Reagan to consider
resending U.S. Marines to Lebanon
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, weighing his options
following the massacre of Palestinians in Lebanon, is considering
resending U.S. Marines there as
part of a multinational force, according to a White House
spokesman.
But the administration could
also opt for a shift in the United
Nations peacekeeping forces from
southern Lebanon to Beirut, or an
increase in the number of U.N.
observers,said Mort Allin, a deputy White House press secretary.
One administration official, requesting anonymity, apparently
signaled a preference to using
U.N. forces when he said that shifting some of the peacekeeping
troops from their current positions to west Beirut "would be
very helpful."
The president held three rare
weekend meetings with top
foreign policy advisers after
receiving reports of the massacre
in two Palestinian refugee camps.
He said in a statement that he was
"horrified" by the deaths.
After conferring with aides for
75 minutes at midday Sunday,
Reagan told reporters who encountered him walking from the
White House situation room to his
residence: "We're still assessing
all this. There's nothing we can
talk about right now. We'll let you
know when we get it all sorted
out."
Declining any substative comment, the president, clad in jeans,
a western-style shirt and leather
jacket, said he had not spoken
with Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin.
-We've been communicating
through the ambassador," the
president said, referring to Moshe
Arens, the Israeli envoy to the
United States.
Allin, disclosing the options of
redeploying the Marines or the
U.N. forces, or increasing the
U.N. observers beyond the 50
already agreed to, said further
meetings would be held and that
no decisions had been reached.

"All of those are among the options being considered," he said.
Along with French and Italian
troops, approximately 800 U.S.
Marines were dispatched to
Beirut last month, and remained
there for about two weeks while
Palestine Liberation Organization
guerrillas were evacuated.
Allin said that the United States
had expressed its hope to Israel
that the government there would
accept a redeployment of some of
the United Nations troops.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn., said Sunday he favors trying to arrange
for a larger United Nations
peacekeeping force rather than

State railroad workers are
idled by recent national strike
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — At
least 450 Kentucky railroad
engineers have been idled due to a
national strike by the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers and
members of other unions are
resfusing to cross their picket
lines, according to officials from
three railroads serving the state.
The union, which has 26,000
members nationwide, went on
strike at 12:01 a.m. Sunday after
negotiations between railroad and
union representatives broke
down.
Superintendent Dewey Mosley
of the Louisville division of the
Louisville & Nashville Railroad,
said Sunday that 200 engineers in
the division are out on strike. The
divison runs from Nashville to
Louisville to Cincinnati to
Chicago, he said.
"We are running our trains normally" with supervisory personnel, Mosley added.
Mosley said engineers have set
up picket lines at every on-duty
point and brakeman, fireman and
other crew members are respec-
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the return of a multinational
force.
Participants in the 75-minute
White House meeting with Reagan
Sunday included Secretary of
State George P. Shultz, Defense
Secretary Caspar W. Weinberger,
U.N. Ambassador Jeane J.
Kirkpatrick, national security adviser William Clark and his deputy, Robert C. McFarlane, White
House Chief of Staff James A.
Baker III and deputy staff chief
Michael K. Deaver, presidential
counselor Edwin Meese III, Adm.
James Watkins, chief of naval
operations and acting chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. and John
McMahon, deputy director of the
Central Intelligence Agency.

---

ting the picket lines.
L&N has not had to reduce service because of the strike, Mosley
said, adding supervisory personnel would be used Monday through
Friday, if necessary, to man switching operations at railyards in industrial centers.
L&N has seven divisions with
division headquarters in
Louisville, Atlanta, Evansville,
Ind., Nashville, Birmingham,
Ala., Mobile, Ala., and Corbin, Ky.
Mosley said he did not know if
operations in the other divisions
were running as smoothly as they
are in the Louisville division.
Charles Castner, regional corporate communiciations officer
for IAN, said the company has
about 2,500 engineers in the
system. He said it was not clear
how many ere on strike, but said
picket lines had been set up at all
major L&N railyards.
IAN is a freight-hauling service. The company and Ceaboard
Coast Line form the Family Lines
Rail System, which has 13 lines
serving the southcentral United
States.
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With Winter approaching
it s time to seal your
driveway!

Our trcatment protects and becutifiis nphalt
so ovoid trouble by protecting the surface
against grease, gasoline oil salt and the
weather,
We also give free estimates,
210 S. 7th
Murray, Ky.
753-9999

WEST KEN U K
ASPHALT
753 8163 COATING & SEALING CO.

304 Pl.
12th
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A concerned individual as well as a concerned
physician. Dr. John C. Quertermous, a Murray
physician, should be re-appointed to the Kentucky
State Board of Medical Licensure.
Quertermous, who started his internal medicine
practice in 1950, has proven himself as a doctor with
youth-related interests and one who holds a high
standard for medical excellence.
A state licensure board member since 1972,
Quertermous has led that group in two key areas
which he has major concerns — against physicians
who prescribe danger drugs to high school and college students and establishment of a licensure
board to monitor practices of physicians.
His record speaks for itself:
• A member of the Kentucky State Board of Medical
Licensure since 1972.
• Recipient of the 1980 Distinguished Service Award
as the Kentucky Medical Association's outstanding
physician.
• A Kentucky delegate to the American Medical
Association for the past 10 years.
• A member of the University of Kentucky Health
Research Board for 10 years.
• President of the Kentucky Medical Association in
1970.
• A member of the Blue Cross-Blue Shield Board for
10 years.
We strongly urge Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. to reappoint Dr. Quertermous to the board. With the
leadership, guidance and input from a man and
physician of "Dr. Q's" caliber, it will be good
medicine for the entire state.

Legislation helps
program designed for
terminally ill patients
In a year when congressional budget-cutters were
busy slicing away at federally supported health programs, the likelihood that Congress would extend
Medicare coverage to patients in hospice programs
was slim. Yet when the $98 billion tax hike bill passed Congress recently, one of it's provisions gave
federally recognition — for the first time — to
hospice programs, and more important, granted
full Medicare coverage to hospice patients.
While this is not quite the miracle that some
regarded it, it unquestionably is a welcome piece of
legislation that will enable more terminally ill people to participate in a program designed to help
them — as the hospice movement puts it — "live as
fully as possible while dying."
This country's first hospice program began in
California only a decade ago. Today, there are between 450 and 500 such programs throughout the
United States. Some offer inpatient facilities for the
terminally ill while others provide in-home services, but all seek to make the patient as comfortable as possible by easing pain with drugs, providing counseling to help both the patient and his
family accept the fact that he is dying, and by offering homecare services to enable the patient to remain at home during his final days.
Many Medicare-eligible patients could not partake in these hospice programs because Medicare
restrictions covered little if any of the cost. Under
the new legislation, due to take effect Nov. 1, 1983,
patients on Medicare with a terminal prognosis of
six months or less can opt for a hospice program as
an alternative to the traditional health services
such as hospitalization. The federal government
will pay qualified hospices for the cost of providing
a wide variety of inpatient and home-care services
to both the patient and family.
Covered services include nursing care, drugs,
physicians's services, counseling services for patient and family, and homemaker services.
The initial cost to Mrkticare is expected to run
about $3 million, but according to the Congressional
Budget Office, over the next five years the hospice
alternative will save the federal government at
least 109 million. This savings comes in reduced
hospital stays and the medical costs associated with
hospitalization.
While the savings in Medicare costs is notable,
the true value of this legislation is that it enables
more patients to spend their last days at home surrounded by family and friends, instead of alone in
the sterile, inpersonal atomophere of a hospital
room.
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The article "Faculty Regents,
Trustees in State Release Statement" appearing on Page 1 of Saturday's edition of the Ledger & Times,
released by Steve Smith of
Louisville, in addition to the Editor's
Note, was in my feeling a classic
distortion of the news, intentional
misrepresentation, purposeful
misleading, or downright simple.
Please permit me a reply.
The introductory explanation by
the editor seemed vague. "The
following statement, developed as a
result of several conferences and
telephone calls, received approval
from and was issued by Faculty
Regents and Faculty Trustees of all
universities in Kentucky..." The
reader would naturally conclude the
"Faculty Regents, etc.," is a formal
organization for resolving concerns
relative to the various boards of
regents; otherwise the statement is
not the whole truth. If no formal
organization exists, and the statement no more than the brainchild of
an individual who discussed the issue
with some board members, the
release becomes the privileged views
of the purveyor. This is his right and
in no way is it contested, but to
relegate authorship to a mythical
statewide organization, if no such
organization exists, is to mislead the
people.
No informed person acquainted
with academic institutions could
disagree with Mr. Smith's opening
paragraph: -Universities can best
serve the needs of the citizens of Kentucky when they are removed from
the state political arena..." However,
let us take a look at realty. The
boards are structural entities of our
political system acting as governing
authorities between the people and
the universities. Its members are appointed by the governor with tenure
protected by law guaranteeing independent action and it's members
removable only for reasonable
cause. What more could a
democratic society ask? Mr. Smith,
the governor did not demand the
resignations; he simply requested
the resignations.
But let's make early confessions of
the political process in the selection
of board members. Motives prompting appointments are as steeped in
political motivation as any other kind
of its nature with a kriinimum regard
to qualifications. In reality, political
hasses nominate the eligibles, for
these are plums juicy in popularity,
honor, economic advantages,
nepotism, and voter influence.
Despite these admissions, in no way
do we know a better way for selection. But it's still political in method

of appointment as well as the structure of the boards.
Mr. Smith's second paragraph
opens with "The governor's call for
the resignation of the regents at Murray, therefore, is a matter of concern
to all faculty regents and trustees.
The governor's actions might be used
by future governors as a precedent
for the resignation or boards of
regents or trustees of other Kentucky
universities..." Gov. Brown acted
wisely and courageously as the chief
executive of the Commonwealth to
request members of the Murray
Board of Regents to step down. There
was no other alternative provided he
fulfilled his role as chief executive
but to break up the into lerable
schism embroiling MSU's board
whose members stratified voting pattern become a state disgrace. Murray State's reputation has been more
severely damaged by the disputing
members than for any action by any
MSU board within the memory of this
observer. Agreement is made with
Mr. Smith: "Board members should
never become the personal representatives of governors." This is not an
issue, Mr. Smith, however you appear to have thrown in this
philosophic observation as a
smokescreen to cover the apparent
objective of your design.
Smith opens with the crux of his
-Faculty Regents and Faculty
Trustees" statement nailed to the
churchhouse door. It reads: "We
therefore commend the decision of
several regents at Murray not to
resign from office and recommend
that the independence of the board of
regents and trustees be ensured. We
commend the governor for not requesting the resignation of the faculty regent and we request that governors not seek. the resignation of
regents or trustees • unless legally
adequate cause can be determined."
Simple verbosity running rampant
with little sense of understanding. No
assurance is needed to assure the independence of the board because it is
self-evident in its legal composition.
Mr. Smith you dropped a word of
praise for the governor with bucketful of indignation, and your request
for future governors is so much
wishful hot air, in this person's opinion. What you appear to be doing,
also in our opinion, is to construct an
escape hatch for members on the
back burner now sizzling in the fire of
public indignation.
Gov. Brown simply requested, we
repeat he did not demand, the
resignation of all members of the
board, excepting the faculty
representation. He has taken no further action, much to his credit. At the

same time, perhaps there were
grounds for demanding a few board
members resignations. Did not these
rebelling members of the board file
sporious charges, in a court law
against the president, Dr. Constantine Curris, that were found without
merit, or were dropped" Isn't there
something in common law as well as
Mosaic Law about bearing false
witness? Hasn't there been a waste of
approximately a half hundred thousand dollars of taxpayers' funds for
eager lawyers to prosecute and defend Dr. Curris? Did
the voters
reject the chairman of the board, Mr.
Ron Christopher, in his bid for reelection to public office as a result of
public reaction to the Curris affair
subsequent to the findings made by
the court of inquiry? Ron is a fine
young attorney, but hasn't his
politics become a bit clouded in his
perspective general welfare for the
university? Did not the faculty seek
to replace Mr. West on the board with
another member although the governor had not requested his resignation? Something sounds contradictory to the declaration of the "Faculty Regents and Faculty Trustees of
All Universities in Kentucky" and
the action of the MSU faculty seeking
Mr. West replacement on the board.
Once the early affair appeared to
be reasonably settled last year, the
tentacles of the schism became
ensnarled in another dispute with Dr.
Curris regarding appointments by
the school president. Thus another
damaging burst of vocal retribution,
according to this observer, manifests
itself leading to undeserving MSU
criticism over the whole state. In our
judgment Gov. Brown did exactly
what he should have done — requested a general resignation. Instead of playing politics as implied
throughout Mr. Smith's statement,
the governor made a valiant effort to
preserve the dignity of Murray State
and the Commonwealth. It was with
necessary political decision.
As an observer and off times sharp
critic of the academic affairs and
political corruption of the university
from its first founding and days, as a
personal contributory to the original
fund, we feel justified to conclude
this article on a prophetic note. For
fifty odd years, there has existed a
political pollution within the entity of
the board that rivals the depths of
ward healers of the worst kind to
deny this is to contend black is white.
Now the nation is in the depths of a
depression rivaling the Great
Depression; student enrollment
could drastically decline for
economic reasons and a lessening

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
'receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARLINE: In January, I applied
for Supplemental Security Income
I was turned down because I
own a cemetary plot, which put me
above the allowable assets. Why .
should we be penalized for trying to
plan for our funeral and burial ex•
ISZnseS7 E.G.
ANSWER: On August 3rd, the
Department of Health and Human
Services 'Secretary Richard S.
Schweiker reversed a Garter Administration decision and ordered his
department to write new regulations
so that aged, blind and disabled per-'
sons who purchase burial plots and

burial contracts do not risk losing
their SSI benefits. In addition to SSI,
the changes Schweiker announced
will affect Medicaid beneficiaries in
the 34 states where Medicaid
coverage is automatically extended
to SSI recipients.
SSI is an $8.2 billion federal program providing cash assistance to
nearly 3.7 million low-income elderly, blind or disabled *persons.
Medicaid is a state-run program for
medical assistance to low-income
person whirr( is funded in part by the
federal government.
Under 1972 law. SSI benefits,ean be
provided only to persons with
resources of41,500 orleas,4-$2,5004or
couples). Certain specified
necessities of living, like homes and
clothing, are not counted when computing a person's "resources". But
under the current S.SI regulations,
burial plots and contracts have been
counted as resources. This can cause
a person's resources to exceed the

limit, thus disqualiifying the individual from SSI and in some instances, Medicaid assistance.
In 15 states, Medicaid eligibility is
not given automatically to SSI recipients, and their rules on burial plots
and contracts can be more restrictive than for SSI.
"Although the Department of
Health and Human Services has no
authority to change the Medicaid
rules in those 15 states, I hope that,
by changing federal SSI eligibility
rules, we will encourage those states
to follow our example and make the
same change in their own state
• Medicaid rules," Schweiker
declared.
' I.denot.want thereto bee-federal
requirement on the books that counts
burial plots and burial contracts as
• "resources" in deterrnmg elgibility
for assistance to aged, blind or
disabled Americans, the majority of
who are over 65," said Schweiker.
„Considering this change, you
should re-apply for SSI.

-birth rate — not to mention the raging internal disunity of the board.
Should the state's resources for
educational institutions become
sharply limited, for the like of us we
cannot but conclude the graduate
school of Murray State would be one
of the first to be closed, primarily
because of the unfavorable publicity
toward our school in the last two
years. To carry this judgment to a
more drastic conclusion, would be for
the state to make Murray State a
regional school -- a junior college.
Maybe an absurd conclusion.
nevertheless this vague possibility
haunts the writer. With grandchildren now at Murray State, making a resident on the fringe of the
campus, our interests have become
magnified in importance. Add to that
immediacy, the 50 and more years of
critical analytic writings covering
Murray State, we challenge any person to find a general error in our past
forecasting the growth and development of Murray State. As a godfather
to this great institution, we do not
relish the potential of being a
pallbearer. In the meantime we can
get along quite well without the
phony statements from a Louisville
precinet with a bucket shop title and
address.
Kerby Jennings
221 North 13th
Murray,Ky.

looking back
Ten years ago
In memorial to Kathleen Patterson, former teacher at Robertson
Elementary School, a display of
reprints of paintings dealing with
children has been placed in the
hallway of Robertson School.
Deaths reported include Henry
Patton and Rex Brown,74.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Cooper on Sept.
12 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry D.
Babb on Sept. 13.
Mrs. Jane McCuiston is serving as
president of the Lynn Grove Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association.
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer
presented a program on "Flower Arranging" at meeting of Garden
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
Twenty years ago
Second annual "get acquainted"
party for students of Murray State
College will be Sept. 25 on downtown
court square.
L.E. Brown observed his 90th birthday on Sept. 12.
Mrs. W.H. Beaman, Paducah,
district governor, spoke at general
meeting of Murray Woman's Club on
Sept. 17 at the club house. Music was
by Mrs. H. Glenn Doran and Mrs.
John Winter.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Maupin,Sept. 18.
Mrs. Billy Murdock directed the
program at the meeting of the
Calloway County High School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association on Sept.
17 at the school.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice B. Boyd, Rt.
1, Lynn Grove, will observe their 50th
wedding anniversary on Sept. 29.
Thirty years ago
Deaths reported include W.I.
Mallory, 72, and Joe H. Clark, 92.
Elected as cheerleaders at Lynn
Grove High School were Ann Miller,
Peggy Butterworth, Wilma Warren
and Joette Lassiter.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Seaford on Sept.
12, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Higgins on Sept. 13, a girl to Earl and
Rachel Norsworthy, Sept. 13, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Sledd, Sept.
13.
Mr. and Mrs. Hassell Kuykendall
and son. Michael, attended MidSouth Fair at Memphis,Tenn.
Joe Cable. son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Cable, is studying for his Master's
degree in chemistry at State University, Tallahasse, Fla. His wife. Wanda, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Novel McReynolds.
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Snyder-Wilson wedding planned
Mr_ and Mrs 0
Charles Snyder of Murray announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Sharon Lynn.
to Kim Mason Wilson,son
of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne B.
Wilson. also of Murray
Miss Snyder is a 1981
graduate of Calloway.
County High School and
attended Murray State
University. She is
employed at J.C. Penney.
Mr. Wilson is a 1980
graduate of Murray High
School and ccurrently is
attending Murray State
University. He is
employed by Bunny
Bread.
The wedding vows will
be solemnized on Friday,
Nov. 5. at 6 p.m. at
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
A reception will follow
in the church fellowship
hall.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend both the wedding
and the reception. Only
out-of-town invitations
will be sent.

Sharon Lynn Snyder
to marry Kim Mason Wilson

Hutson-Craig vows to be said Oct. 16
The engagement and
approaching marriage of
Miss Sandy Hutson to
Ken Craig, son of Mrs.
Mary Craig and the late
Alfred E. "Cotton" Craig
of Rt. 2. Puryear, Tenn.,
has been announced by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry P. Hutson, Rt. 2,
Hazel.
Miss Hutson is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Elton J. Hutson,
Mr. and Mrs. R.M. Vance
and the late Chester Barrow.
The bride-elect is a 1979
graduate of Calloway
County High School and is
employed by MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Craig is the grandson of Mrs. Mattie Ella
Craig and the late Arvin
Craig and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. John Wooley.
The groom-elect is a
1978 graduate of Henry
County High School and
now is self-employed.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday,
Sandy Hutson
Oct. 16, at 6:30 p.m. at
Hazel Baptist Church. A
to marry Ken Craig
reception will follow in
Only out-of-town invita- friends and relatives are ceremony and the recepthe fellowship hall of the
tions will be sent. All invited to attend the tion.
church.

Musical program presented at luncheon by Golden Age club
Twenty-four persons Golden Age Club at First
were present for the re- United Methodist Church.
cent potluck luncheon by
A musical program
was presented by Sammy
Parker and his three
daughters, Wendy,
Melody and Laurie Jo
Parker.
The clubs members
were guests in August of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gertzen
for their open house at St.
Leo's Catholic Church in
celebration of their
golden wedding anniversary.
.E`
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Members attending
were Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Mears, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Marose, Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Schlueter, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Gertzen, Paul
Kingins, Mrs. Calista
Clanton, Mrs. Modena
Butterworth, Mrs. Ethel
See, Mrs. Birdie Parker,
Mrs. Opal Reeves, Mrs.
Thelma Parker, 'Mrs.
Otie McDougal and Mrs.
Naoma Schwalm.
Guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Sammy Parker and

three daughters, Mrs.
Eleanor Diuguid and
Allen McDougal.
The club will have a
potluck luncheon on
Thursday. Sept. 23. at
11:30 a.m. at social hall of
First United Methodik
Church.
When 375iiiiR pelicans
leave the nest after 10 or
11 weeks they weigh more
than their parents. The
young birds need the extra fat to live while they
learn to catch fish.
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Hospice program planned
A "loan closet- program, designed to provide
supportive services to terminally ill patients in
theif homes, is being developed as part of the
Hospice program at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Louise Sickel, Hospice director, listed
some of the most needed items as hospital beds,
bedside commodes. elevated toilet seats, walkers,
overbed or bedside tables, dinner or office bells,
bedpans, emesis basins and urinals, miscellaneous
items of linen for home care and small portable air
purifiers.
"We will be happy to receive used items or money
with which to purchase new ones." Mrs. Sickel said,
adding that the items received will be stored and used with future patients on a loan basis. Individuals,
organizations and civic clubs interested in participating in such a program are asked to contact
Mrs. Sickel at the hospital, phone 753-5131, extension 132. Assisting her as volunteer members of the
program's collection committee are Mrs. Rita
Kurth and Mrs. Joann Whayne.

Parents Anonymous will resume weekly
meetings on Thursday, Sept. 23, from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. This is open to any parent having any problem
with dealing with their child, a spokesman said. For
information about the organization and location of
the meeting, persons may call 759-1087 or 753-6089.
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SIDS group will meet

"DESIGNER CLUSTERS"

SIDS (sudden death syndrome ( Support Group
will meet Thursday. Sept. 23,at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Cener, North Seventh and
Olive Streets. This is for any parent who has lost a
child or young adult through sudden death, accident
or natural death.
The group is composed of parents who have lot
childre and want to share their feelings with other
parents in the same group, according to Lillian
Robertson, licensed practical nurse with the
department. For information persons may call the
center at 753-3381.
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Zetas plan supper
DIRECT DIAMOND DIS1RIBUTORS

,10•ST so]

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAV
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

ENDS TNURS

THE LAST
AMERICAN VIRGIN RI

Si A CARLOAD TUES.

Fridays until 8 p.m.

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center.

JEWELERS

HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH

Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will
open the club year with a salad supper at 6:30 p.m.
at the club house. Mrs. Sally Crass will present the
program on "An Egyptian Experience."
Hostesses will be Mrs. Marjorie Shroat Dunn,
Miss Vivian Hale, Mrs. Dew Drop Rowlett, Mrs.
Frances Matarazzo and Mrs. Ruth Caldwell.

Suburban meeting changed
The meeting of the Sur burban Homemakers Club
has been changed from Tuesday, Sept. 21, to Tues,lay. Sept. 28, at 7 p.m. at the home of Lillian Dunn.
Members are asked to note the change in date.

Gardner speaks at Mayfield
EVERY TUESDAY
IS

TACO TUESDAY
2 CRISPY TACOS
For

99`
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TACO JOHNS.
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Jack Gardner, Murray, past president of First
District Retired Teachers Association, spoke about
"Social Security and Group Insurance" at meeting
of Mayfield-Graves County Retired Teachers
Association on Sept. 9 at a Mayfield restaurant.

COOKING SCHOOL
GOOD ALL DAY
SPECIAL THURS.,
SEPT. 23
COUNTERTOP
MICROWAVE
OVEN
by
• Cooks fast
TIM* or
temperature
• Three power
levels
• Includes a com-rfebensive *My
to-understand
Microwave Guide
Cookbook

SEE G.E. NOME ECONOMIST THIS
TIMMY 7: PM IN OUR STORE

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
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Carter PTO will meet
Carter School Parent-Teacher Organization will
have its first meeting of the new school year on
Tuesday, Sept. 21, at 7 p.m. at the schOol. All
parents, teachers and interested persons are urged
to be present, a PTO spokesman said.

Denham named to honor
John Denham, son of Dr. and Mrs. H.C. Denham
of Murray, has been named to the Dean's List at
Bethel College, McKenzie, Tenn., for the summer
quarter. To qualify for the list, a student must have
completed 12 or more hours of academic work with
an average of 3.25.
Bethel College is a four-year liberal arts college
sponsored by Cumberland Presbyterian Church.

Music group will meet
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will
open the new club year with a meeting at 7:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, Sept. 21, at the club house. "Virgo" will
be theme of program by Norrine Winter, Betty
Lowry, Neva Grey Allbritten, Sue Bazzell, Evelyn
Chilcutt, Kathryn Carman, Dorothy Crouse and
Doris Rose.
Hostesses will be Edith Noffsinger, Helen Wilcox,
Bea Farrell, Ann Uddberg, Martha Cook, Mary
Beth Hays and Euldene Robinson.

Tennis play Thursday

•

Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will entertain the tennis ladies from the Paducah
Country Club on Thursday. Sept. 23.
All tennis players should be at the club at 9:30
a.m, for tennis play to start at 9:45 a.m. A luncheon
will be served at noon at the home of Rainey Apperson.

Antique show scheduled
The 20th semi-annual Antique Show and Sale will
be at the Jaycee Civic Center, 2701 Park Ave.,
Paducah, on Fri4ay, Saturday and Sunday, Sept.
24, 25 and 26. Hours will be 5 to 9 p.m. on Friday,
noon to 9 p.m. on Sturday and noon to 5 p.m. on
Sunday.
Thirty dealers from several states will display
furniture, glass, china, doll collection, antique
jewelry and other items. For information about the
antique show contact Jean Schaer at 1-898-7157.
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FHA at Calloway has party
A "Get Acquainted"
Pizza Party, sponsored
by Calloway County High
School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of
America, was at
Pagliai's.
All prospective and old
members were present.
Games were played to get
members acquainted
with each other. Also
presented was a skit

about FHA.
Kim Borders won the
gape prize. Thirty-two
members were present.
Officers planning the
party were Lisa Chaney,
Vonda Murdock, Melissa
Manning and Tonya Kirk.
Advisers for the
organization are Lucy
Forrest and Marlene
Beach.
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Helen Warren is working at St. John's
Beauty Shop, 604 Brood Ext.
FOR APPOINTMENT, CALL 753-0216
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25% OFF
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PATTY-CAKE
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:601 S. 12th

759-1016
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Tucker and Ridley vows said

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Miss Renee Tucker and
Bob Ridley were married
on Saturday. Aug. 7, at 7
p.m. at Unity
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
The Rev. L.E. Moore officiated.
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We are pleased to
announce that Claydean Wilson. brideelect of Phill McCallon, has selected
her china and formal crystal from
our complete bridal
registry. Claydean ,
and ['hill will be,
married November
6.
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Princeton and of Mr and
Mrs. Ginger Weaver of
Mrs Byron Black of Murray served as matron
Hartford
of honor. Miss Kathy Pinckley of Calvert City.
The bride
served as maid of honor.
The bride was escorted Bridesmaids were Ms.
to the altar by her father Tammie Hurst of Benton
and given in marriage by and Ms. Tons Walker of
her parents.
Calvert City.
She wore a formal
The attendants wore
gown of white chantilace. lilac gowns of crepe de
The natural waisted chine featuring short puff
bodice defined by a nar- sleeves, yokes of chantilr o w band of re - ly lace and gathered
embroidered lace was skirts.
enhanced by a sheer
Each attendant wore a
sweetheart yoke edged sprig of baby's breath in
with a lace ruffle and a her hair. Each carried a
banded lace collar graced bouquet of mauve and
with a tiny satin bow.
white silk flowers with
Full lace sleeves stringed pearls and white
featured inserts of sheer ribbons.
organza at the shoulders
Miss Heather Wynn,
and ruffles of lace over niece of the bride and
wrists. The collar and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
cuffs were sprinkled with Doug Wynn, was flower
tiny seed pearls. A sun- girl.
burst pleated skirt formDenny Lovett Cope, son
ed a full chapel length of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
tam. Rows of tiny lace Cope, was ringbearer.
graced the train.
Her Juliet headpiece,
The groom
designed by the bride's
The groom chose
mother, was of pearled Steven Smith of Benton
chantilly lace and attach- as best man.
ed to a fingertip length
Groomsmen were Tim
veil which was edged in Weaver of Murray, Mike
lace and sprinkled with Vaughn of Calvert City
seed pearls. She carried a and Steve Adlich of Benpuff of multicolored silk ton.
flowers with white and
David Ridley of
purple ribbons.
Gilbertsville, brother of

the groom, and Barry
Walker of Calvert City
served as ushers
Reception
A reception followed in
the church fellowship
hall.
The reception table was
covered with a chantilly
lace cloth. The fourtiered cake was
decorated with multicolored flowers and was
made by Mrs. Nell
Burkhart. Mints were
made by Kelly Jones.
Also served were nuts,
fruit and the bride's pink
punch.
Serving were Mrs.
Vicki Wynn, sister of the
bride, Mrs Phyllis
Tucker, aunt of the bride,
Ms. Beth Lewis, Ms. Jill
Atnip and Ms. Leslie Jennings.
Miss Sally Ridley,
sister of the groom, attended the guest register.
Distributing gingham
cloth rice bags made by
Michelle Balls were Beth
Truitt, Misti Collins and
Kelly Jones.
Mrs. Judi Truitt sen)ed
as director of the wedding.
After a wedding trip to
Gatlinburg. Tenn., the
new Mr. and Mrs. Ridley
are residing in Murray.

day activities planned at Murray Country Club. winners listed
and Terri Burke as
chairmen. Reservations
should be made by today
(Monday.
Other hostesses will be
Dinah Vire. Cathy Mattis.

Yvonne Hamby, Dean and Martha Sue Ryan.
Bridge will be played at
Poston, Marie Wallace,
Bonnie Jones, Debbie 9:30 a.m. with Flo HenBranch, Ann Uddberg, drickson as hostess.
Louise Lamb will be
Judy Carroll, Debbie
Keller. Deanna Parker golf hostess. Anyone

Community calendar
Tuesday,Sept. 21
Tuesday,Sept. 21
Senilor-, Adult.
Carter School PTO well
Fellowship of First Bapmeet at 7 p.m. at school.
tist Church will meet at
Kentucky Lake noon in fellowship hall.
Chapter. of American
Returning Students
Association of Medical
Assistants will meet at United for college
7:30 p.m. in private din- students over age 23 will
ing room of Murray- meet at 11:30 a.m. at OrdCalloway County way Hall, Murray State
University..
Hospital.

Wednesday,Sept. 22
- Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

Murray Optimist Club
Junior Golf potluck dinner will be at 6:30 p.m. at will meet at 6 p.m. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Murray Country Club.

Vault combination
divided by persons

Retirees of Local 1068
UAW-CIO-AFL will have
a covered dish supper at
5:30 p.m. at First Christian Church.
•
Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.

Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
home of David and
Aleshia Cunningham.
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows:
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 A.m. to 3 p.m.

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
western portion of Meeting of Suburban
Livestock and Exposition Homemakers Club has
been canceled.
Center.
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
club house.
Singles Class will meet
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.

Hobbs Discount Shoe
1303 Chestnut
Murray, Ky. 42071

Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

The combination to the
30-ton door that opens the
vault holding billions of
dollars in gold at the U.S.
Buillion Depository in
Fort Knox, Ky., is divided
among members of the
depository staff. No
single person knows the
full combination. The
Mobil Travel Guide says
the only gold visible to
persons not on the staff is
in the Treasury Department seal outside the
building.
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The Sho4case

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Ridley
married at Unity Church

JEWELMS

OPEN MONDAY-SANRDAY
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fridays until 8 p.m.

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

listed and unable to play
should call Miss Lamb at
753-4918. Anyone not
listed but desiring to play
may come and be paired
at the tee.
The golf lineup is as
follows:
Tee No. One
9. a.m. — Frances
Hulse, Inus Orr, Jerleae
Sullivan .and Euva Nell
Gibbs.
9:15 a.m. — Betty Jo
Purdom, Margaret Shuffett, Pam Mavity and
Judy Latimer.
9:30 a.m. — Louise
Lamb. Jane Fitch, Edith
Garrison and Virginia
Schwettman.
Tee No. Four
9 a.m. — Mary Bogard,
Diane Villanova, Betty
Lowry and Faira Alexander.
9:15 a.m. — Rebecca
Irvan. Patty Claypool,

Laverne Ryan and Billie
Winners
Cohoon.
Winners of scramble
9:30 -a.m. — Rowena golf play on Wednesday.
Cullom, Cathryn Garrott, Sept. 15, as released by
Exie Hill and Ve Severns. Chris Graham, hostess,
Tee No. Six
were as follows:
9 a.m. — Alice Purdom.
First place — Margaret
Chris Graham, Elizabeth Shuffett, Jerlene
Slusmeyer and Mary Bell Sullivan, Madelyn Lamb
Overbey.
and Mary Bazzell.
9:15. a.m. — Euldene
-Second place —
Robinson, lorma Frank, Frances Hulse, Fairs
Frances Parker and Alexander, Ve Severns
Mary Bazzell.
and Laverne Ryan.

GOOD THRU 132
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COUPON

OFF ON A $10.00 ORDER OR MORE. I
WE HAVE GREENWARE,
SUPPLIES AND FINISHED
PIECES AVAILABLE

MAR-LANE
CERAMICS
783 between 94 West and 121
West Turn left after the fairgrounds
ath house on right
753-2540
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Event!!

Shop 9:00 a.m. to
9:00 p.m., limited
quantities on
many items. No
phone orders
please. Hurry in
for best selections.

We will close at
8:00 p.m. Monday
night to prepare
for this gigantic
savings event!
One day only!
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Women's Dress Clearance
Sale 19.99 Orig. $26-$31.
Sale 24.99 Orig. $32-$39.
Sale 29.99 Orig. $40-$46.

Save Over 50%
Sale 5.99 Ong. $13. Women's long sleeve cowl neck sweater in a blend of
wool and acrylic. Available in white, light blue, light beige. navy, black, red
and grey.

0

Jr. s. misses ano half sizes_ These Jresses are reduced from our early fall
• collection. Hurry for best selection!

•
•

•

SHOES

Group I

Group II

Group III

Sale 3.99 Orig. 9.99-12.99. Select from
girls casuals, women's lides, boy's
suede look•' athletics.

Sale 9.99 Orig. $17-$24. Girl's dress and
casual, women's casuals, and boy's
casuals.

Sale 12.99 Ong. $20-$28. Boy's casuals,
women's casuals and women's sandals.

For Men

For Women

For Children

Sale 19.99 Orig. 59.99 Men's reversible
Down Vest. Polyester, outer with Down
Fill. Navy and gray. Sizes small and
medium.

Sale 5.99 Orig. $16. Oxford cloth shirt
with stand up collar and cuffs. Poly/ cotton blend. Available in white and
pink_

Sale 4.99 Orig. $8-$1
Girl's dresses.
pants and tops. Assorted colors and
styles. Sizes 3-6x

Sale 6.99 Orig. $22. Stay warm and cozy
this winter in a Vellux Plus - blanket.
Available in gold and light green. Twin
size(66" x90'') only.

Sale 6.99 Ong. $15. Men's long sleeve
cotton poplin dress shirts in white, blue
and tan. 14 V2-17

Sale 5.99 Orig. $26. Novelty pant with
side button entry. button cuff and inverted pleats. Poly / rayon. Tan, blue
and burgandy.

Sale 5.99 Orig. 8.99-$22 Girl's Dresses
and sportswear. Dresses, pants and
tops in sizes 7-14.

Sale 12.99 Orig. 16.99. Pretty quilted
bedspreads in assorted prints. Quilted
throw style with polyester fill. Twin and
full sizes.

Sale 7.99 Ong. $13-17. Knit short sleeve
sport shirts poly / cotton. Solids and
stripes. S. M. L.

Sale 19.99 Orig. $42. 100% cotton corduroy lacket with single button front.
Lined. Rust, navy, tan, and black. 5-15.

Sale 8.99 Orig. $14 Men's V-neck
pullover sweater in acrylic and wool
Available in light blue, camel and brown
S. M. L.

Sale 23.99 Orig. $48. Velveteen jacket in
100,cotton. Lined. Choose from 6 button
or single button styles. Sizes 7-15

Sale 3.99 Orig. 8.50-$18. Boy's short
sleeve poly / cotton knit shirts in solids
and stripes. Small. medium - Prep sizes.

Sale 31.99 Ong. 64.99. Seven piece
stainless steel cookware set. Onfy 18
available!

Sale 3.99 Orig. 7.50-$10. Boy's short
sleeve poly /cotton knit shirts in
assorted colors. 5, M. L - School age.

Sale 4.99 and 7.99 Orig. 13.99 and 19.99
Woven maize mats. A great decorative
ideal. 36" round and 48" round. In
natural maize color.

Sale 9.99 Orig. $18. Long sleeve sport
shirt in poly /cotton. Assorted plaids
S, M. L.

Sale 9.99 Ong $24 Cablestitch cardigan
sweater Open wrap with tie belt. Off.
white only S. M. L

For Home

30% OFF
Sale 19.99 Ong. $38. The Fox casual
slack in easy care poly /cotton poplin
Tan only. Sizes 32-38.

Sale 13.99 Ong $30 Hunt Clu b pant
with straight leg styling and western
belt loop. Button pockets. Red, khaki,
brown and blue.

Sale 2.99 Orig. 4.50-58. Boy's short
sleeve poly rotton knit shirts. Preschool sizes S. M, L.

This a repeat of a sellout! Large agsortment of decorated brass. Animals,
bookends, ashtrays, soap dishes, ect.
Hurry for best selection.
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray. Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502) 759-4080
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30% OFF SOLID
BRASS ACCENT PIECES.
Sale 5.60 to 04Reg $8 to $120 Each
of these unique pieces is handcrafted Select from beautiful
designs, all in solid brass Many
decorative styles to choose from
each a treasured accent
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Sale 79_9
_

twin size

Rig. 99.99 It purchased as op•n
stock in Our catalog would cost
14510. For delicious, even
tempered cooking, this
handsome Club Holiday set is the
cooks choice SilverStone'"
interior for fast easy clean-up
Dishwasher safe, too Set
includes 1 and 1 qt covered
sauce pans. 4', qt covered Dutch
oven. and 10" open frying pan

Bakeware Buys.

Reg. $12. Fitted mattress pads have poly 'cotton
top Evolution olefin back quilted to Astrotill•
poly fiberfill
Full size. Reg $16 Sale 10.99
Queen size. Jleg $20 Sale 13.99

Baking is fun with these brightly
plated steel pieces that bake
uniformly
Reg
Sale
Cookie pan
9.x13
199
99
Party cake
pan 8x2"
2 09
99
Pizza pan 12"
199
.99
Roast pan 14'x10
299 1 99
Sale prices effective
through Saturday

Sale 4.99
Orig. $10. For a restful night's sleep. Our
Dacron' 808 polyester bed pillows are all
comfort Cotton,poly ticking Standard size

,

7 pc. teak salad set.
Sale 19.99 Reg 24 99 The salad
bowl set that highlights any table
setting. indoors Or Out Complete
with round salad bowl. 4
individual bowls, and salad
servers

arie4

-

25% off all clocks.

50% off.
Sale 7.49 Orig $15 This winter, snuggle under
warm blankets in pretty florals or bold aztec
prints Machine washable polyester with nylon
binding Twin'full size

Sale 18.74 Reg 24 99 Quartz
movement butcher block clocks
in two styles Solid maple with
branded numerals, 10" diameter
_Or solid oak square. $2x12; 4
Sale 22.49 Reg 29 99 Distinctive
contemporary design cloak with
quartz movement Deep solid pine
case with crystal covered dial
Sale prices effective
through Saturday

Wow!Bake! Decorate!
We've got savings
to make you feel
right at home.

asuals,
andals

Save s20 to $30
Sale 49.99

cozy
inket.
Twin

Orig. $80. The table lamp that compliments any deco,
Metal casting with antiqued brass finish, and scalloped
soft pleat shade 3-way switch 28" high

Sale 39.99
Orig. $60. The Oriental touch Ginger jar lamps with
raised, hand applied floral patterns. soft pleated shades
and 3-way switch In lilac, beige or rose 28" high

wilted
?uilted
in and

25% off all pictures.
Sale 7.49 Reg 9 99 Photo laser art
mounted on masonite with
carved pine frame 12x16'
1620" laser art.
Reg 14 99 Sale 11.24
Sale 14.99 Reg 19 99
Landscape and wildlife subjects
framed and matted under glass
Handsome solid oak frame 1620
Solid wood framed prints in your
choice of popular subjects 800
Reg 10 99 Sale 8.24

piece
)ty 18

19,99
iratiye
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HEALTH

Two Louisville men dead, one injured, following shooting on Muhammad Ali Blvd.
LOUISVILLE, Ky
API — Carl Smith, 48, of
Louisville was charged
with murder and assault
after a gunfight on the city's west side Sunday that
left two people dead and
one injured, according to
Louisville Police
spokesman Carl Yates
Killed in the 5 25 p.in

incident in the 1500 block
of West Muhammad Ali
Blvd were John Henry
Evans, 77. and Patrick
Ross, 22, both of
Louisville
Robert Thomas, 62,
also of Louisville and
identified by Yates as an
innocent passerby. was
admitted ti l'insersity

Hospital for observation
after his scalp was
lacerated by flying glass
or bullet fragments.
Yates said
Smith, who lived in an
upstairs apartment at
1518 West Muhammad
Ali, had told police
earlier in the day that has
apartment had been

burglarized
words with Evans and
"He was upset about Ross," Yates said. Evans
the burglary," said and Ross were sitting in a
Yates, ''but we don't car in front of Smith's
know whether that was apartment house, Yates
related to the shootings." said, but when gunfire
"Witnesses said Smith broke out between Smith
emerged with a
30 and Evans. Ross jumped
caliber semi-automatic from the car and ran
carbine military-type
Evans was shot in the
weapon and exchanged neck and Ross, who had

Save on
the work clothes
that work as
hard as you do.
Sale'7 to '12.
Sale St

Sdlo

Good to know
about Rh factor

run some 25 yards front
the car, was shot in the
neck, Yates said Both
were pronounced dead at
the scene
Thomas was injured as
a bullet crashed through
the windshield of his car
as he and his wife Willie
Ruth, 61, were driving in
the area of the shooting

sg

Sale Si Reg $9 Easy care. poly cottor
a^.oray work shirt With button rr••,•'
Liockets. pencil slot, and contrast t
st•tching S M.L.XL.XXL
Sale $12 Reg S15 poll-cut ,r,,1

•

Work gloves
and socks are
on sale, too.
Sale Si Reg 1 35

Canvas work
gloves 100% cotton with blue knit
wrist
Sale 2 pr for $3 Reg $2 pr Double
thick chore gloves 100% cotton in
brown
Sale 3 pr. for $2 Reg 3 pr for $3
Ankle length plain sole work socks
of cotton nylon
Sale 3 pr. for $3 Reg 3 pr for 375
Ankle length cushioned sole work
socks of cotton polyester
Sale prices effective through Saturday.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR OR LAMB
1 dill happen It tullovis that it
an 18-year-old female col- your baby's father is Rh neglege student In our biology ative too there will be no Rh
class recently we took sam- positive baby and no probples of our blood and found lems
Women who are Rh negaour blood type and Rh
factor According to the tive should receive an Rh
results my blood type is 0 immune globulin within 72
with a negative Rh factor hours after giving birth to an
I ve been told that a nega- Rh positive baby or followtive Rh factor could cause ing an abortion miscarproblems if I were to have riage) of a fetus of two
months age or more Then
children
What type of problems you should never' have a
could occur" Are there ways blood transfusion with Rh
to avoid these problems" positive blood
What bearing would the
These points are included
father's Rh factor have" I in The Health Letter 6-4,
am concerned about any Blood Type, Rh Factor and
problems that could arise Transfusions. which I am
when I want to start a fami- sending you Others can send
75 cents with a long,
ly
DEAR READER - It is stamped. self-addressed
good that you know you are envelope for it to me. in care
Rh negative. The fact that of this newspaper, P.0 Box
you are type 0 makes no 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
difference
As you probably know,
DEAR DR LAMB -- I am
being Rh negative means now 28 years old. I served in
you contain no Rh factor. If the Army in Europe and the
you have a baby that is Rh Orient. I found that Europepositive the baby will have an and Oriental women are
the Rh factor. As some of more sexually responsiv.,
the Rh factor leaks through than most American W0111('Il
the placenta it will be I've taken out. Is it true that
received by your body as a Musk 011 perfume and other
foreign substance Your body powders and creams
body then forms antibodies have hormones that arouse
to this foreign factor This the female sex or is that a
will not hurt you: it is a body lot of baloney? My friends
claim they work but with me
defense mechanism
they rate zero.
But the antibody your
DEAR READER - Perbody develops against the
haps your sampling techRh factor can react with the
nique
leaves something to be
baby's Rh factor This will.
cause destruction of the desired. You will find all
baby's red blood cells and levels of sex drive in both
sexes in most societies. Such
other problems
generalizations as you make
This usually will not hap-. seldom apply across the
pen with the first pregnancy board, what counts is the
because your body will not individual
be exposed to the Rh factor
Scents are important in
from the baby long enough sexual arousal. But
what
to cause your body to form turns one person on turnS
Rh factor antibody in large another one off. A lot of sexquantities But with each ual response is in the mind.
succeeding pregnancy with The brain is one of the most
an Rh positive baby your important sexual organs
we
antibody titer will get higher have—And speaking 01..that,
and the risk of problems for your own attitude toward
the baby increases
American
women
as
If the baby is Rh negative opposed to Oriental or Eurothere will be no Rh factor to pean may have a bearing on
react with and nothing will what happens

Murray County Club
elections announced
Three new members of
the board of directors at
the Murray Country Club
will be elected to threeyear terms Tuesday, Oct.
5, at the club's annual fall
general membership
meeting, beginning at
7:30 p.m.
Nomiated for the positions have been Sue
Costello, Judy
Muehleman,Scott Seiber,
Howard Steele', Butch
Seargent and Dr. John C.
Quertermous. The three
elected will replace Club
President Jerry Grogan,
Annie Knight and Jim
Williams, whose terms
expire Dec. 31.
In its September
meeting, the board approved membership applications of Darnel S.
and Carla Choate, Cottage Grove, Tenn., and
Vicki Ellis Shell, 1528 Ox-4,tle

ford Dr. and who is
manager, of safety and
training at the Airco Carbide plant in Calvert City.
Final plans also were
approved for the club's
annual "new member
dinner" Friday evening,
Oct. 1, at the clubhouse.
Coordinated by Director
Mike Baker, the cost will
be 215 per couple for all
other than those who
have joined the club
within the past year. they
will be guests at the affair.
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In other action, the
directors authorized the
Calloway County High
School cross country
team to run three of its
meets on the club
grounds and the Murray
State University cross
country team to hold two
of its meets there.
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BEST BREAKFAST DEAL
km
Zea

4

IN TOWN
atIV

2 Eggs & 3 pc. Bacon
l',:Choice of Pancakes or Homemade Bisc. and

Gravy
1:: Hash Brown Potatoes
Coffee
ALL FOR ONLY
TAX INCLUDED
SERVED MON. THRIJ SAT. 6 TILL 11 a.m.
BOSTON TEA P

$2.25

Work shoes and
boots, 25% off.
Sale 28.50.
Reg. $38. Moc
oxford Smooth

toe
leather with tough. oil-resistant
Hypaion • sole and heel Cushioned
insole and arch rest Men's sizes
Reg. $38. The insulated toe boot
made °Hull grain leather with lug
sole and heel Cushioned insole
Men's sizes

INDIVIDUALLY MADE
DENTURES
With Acrylic Teeth

If
an
Ve.
res
yoi

One Day Service

'99 Each

'198 Set

With Porcelain Teeth
Two Day Service

'175 Each

'300 Set

Complete Dental Care
Cleanings. Fillings, Crowns. Bridges. Partia ,
'Dentures, Repairs, Relines and other services

Dr. Jere -Lowe
Or. Ravin Mehta
VISA'

Monday-Saturday 10.00 AM-9:00 PM
Sunday 1:00-5:00 PM

JCPenney

MID SOUTH DENTURE
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502)759-4080

62101d Hickory Blvd
Hamilton Hills
Jackson, Tn

Call For Appointment
901-668-7460
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Hazel man to be exhibitor at livestock show
Huel West, Jr. of Hazel,
will be an exhibitor at the
1982 North American International Livestock Exposition. Officials of the
expo said that 'fuel has
entered one horse for
competition at the North
American International,
an event which will take
place during Nov. 6-19 in
Louisville. The NAII.E
will be held at the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center.
The North American
International Livestock

Exposition is entering its
ninth consecutive year
this season, and those
who compete will vie for
over $300,000 in total
premiums and awards.
Beef cattle, dairy cattle,
swine, Quarter Horses,
and sheep will be shown
during the two-week Exposition, and entries this
year promise to break the
show record at 13,000 or
more.
Livestock activities
this year will include:
five majel Dairy shows;

Misquote h urts Block
WASHINGTON Al'
If he had any doubts
before, Agriculture
Secretary John R. Block
found out quickly in
Nebraska this week what
he had better not say
about American farmers
if he wants to escape their
wrath.
Block spoke Monday in
Omaha at a meeting of
the president's export
council. As he has many
times since he joined the
Cabinet more than a year
and a half ago, Block took
the European Common
Market to task for its protectionist policies and
subsidies which undercut
U.S. exports.
At one point Block
described European
agriculture as a
"pampered, spoiled
child."
But Block was misquoted and it was
..reported that he'. said
American agriculture
was a -pampered, spoiled child." The error was
straightened out later but
not before a shock wave
of protest was leveled at
the secretary.
The bitterness in which
Block was attacked for
something he didn't say
illustrates the touchiness
among farmers and farm
leaders because of the
sagging agricultural
economy.
Almost immediately
following the erroneous
news report, there was a
call for Block's resignation from the Nebraska
Wheat Board's two top officers, Ray Davis and Vic
Haas.
Davis called Block's
misquoted comment
"inexcusable" and Haas
said the secretary

' should have been run
out of the state on a rail"
as well as being tarred
and feathered.
The two. Nebraska
wheat leaders calmed
down after they learned
that Block had been misquoted — even • Gov.
Charles Thone's office
got involved trying to
straighten things out.
In Block's headquarters here, aides were
busy Tuesday and
Wednesday answering
questions and collecting
facts related to the incident. And they were
hopeful it would all blow
over peaceably.
If wheat had been selling for $7 a bushel instead
of less than half of that, it
would have helped salve
the wound of such an
outrageous remark — if
Block had indeed made it.
But with grain selling
0n.Cash Tharketg for-less
than government's support rate — $3.55 and
$2.55 per bushel for wheat
and corn, respectively —
and farm income
depressed for the third
straight year, the reactem wasn't surprising.

Farm safety
week observed
Farm Safety Week is
being observed in Murray
and Calloway County this
week.
This year marks the
39th observance with the
theme -Make It a Safe
Harvest."
According to National
Safety Council estimates,
farm work accidents
resulted in 1,900 deaths
and 190,000 disabling injuries in 1981.

15 major Beef shows; six
National Sheep shows
and open shows for five
other Sheep breeds;
AQHA. NCHA and NRHA
approved Quarter Horses
events and Open Quarter
Horse Show: Market Hog
show; Junior Steer show;
Feeder Calf Show: Junior
Market Lamb show: and
25 major sales.
In addition to the exten-

sive number of livestock
which will be at the
NAILE,officials confirmed that the North
American Championship
Rodeo Finals, school
tours, The Sale of Champions, children's barnyard and an extensive
variety of other events
will be featured. The
large agri-products exhibit section will include

Storage facility program changed
The U.S. Department of farm facilities being used
Agriculture has changed to store grain held in the
its farm storage facility grain reserve program.
loan program,to increase Previously,farmers were
the number of farmers limited to borrowing to
eligible for storage loans. build storage for one
Secretary of Agriculture year's crop, including
storage used for the
John R. Block said.
Block said the changes reserve program.
will enable the USDA to
lend farmers money to
Block said only
build facilities to store up farmers who participated
to two years' production in USDA's acreage reducof eligible crops. These tion programs would be
facilities will be in addi- eligible for the program.
tion to any present onNew loans will be

mommemmr

A
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"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

There s a

Farmowners

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

Shield

sHN
St4ttTle

11801110
.

for you too
753-0632
New Concord
Hwy.

Fs—

CALLOWAY COUNTY FFA Tobacco Grading Team won first place in State
FFA Air-Cured Tobacco grading contest at Kentucky State Fair, making the
sixth time a Calloway team has won this contest in the past seven years.
Members are (from left) Jeffrey Paschall, Mike Wicker and Kathy Butterworth
with the latter being first place high individual scorer in the contest and Paschall
second. The team also placed second in both the State FFA Burley Grading and
Dark-Fired Grading contests. Presenting the award to the students is Albeit
Barkley III( right I, Commissioner of Agriculture in Kentucky,

FISH
It's time for fall stocking Channel Catfish, Hybrid Bluegill, Fathead
Minnows and Bass. The Hybrid Bluegill will reach the weight of 2' 2 to 3

pounds.
Delivery will be:

ESDAY, SEPT. 29
WEDNESDAY,
at the following locations:

Southern States Co-op
Murray, Ky
(502) 753-1432
Time: 8:00-9:00 a.m.

Diamond D Saddlery
Benton, Ky
(502) 527-8381
Time: 10:00-11:00 a.m.

Bardwell Farm Supply
Mayfield Sweet Feed Mill
Bardwell, Ky
Mayfield, Ky
(502) 628-5458
(502) 247-1747
Time: 2:00-3:00 p.m.
Time: 12:00-1:00 p.m.
Bugg Brothers Farm Service
Clinton, Ky
(502)653-3631
Time: 4:00-5:00 p.m.
call our local,turt• to plat t• %our tortler or call collect 151111578-56:i
FISH
Rt. 1 (lox 128
Harrisburg, Ar, 72432

Buy a new Case farm tractor . choose

V/

special Case

753-3404

IPYGrain
4
I
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

BUCHANAN FEEDS

Southern
States

'Block said that another
change provides that soybean production can be
counted in determining
storage needs under the
program, provided there
is a crop on the farm that
is eligible for the resel-ve
program

Jim Fain
- Insurance

Bo 1k. Feeds-Custom Salt-Mineral MixesHealth Care Products

IRE

limited to a maximum of
$25,000, but on a case-bycase basis, farmers who
have reserve grain stored
on their farm and who
have outstanding storage
facility loans will be
allowed to carry an aggregate loan balance of
up to $50,000, Block said
For example, if a farmer
has a $30,000 outstanding
farm facility loan, the
maximum he or she could
borrow with a new loan is
$20,000.

"

Meet Old Fred!
Fred is our expert on Pig feeds.
Fred has helped us formulate
feed that works for us
ICalloway
Fred used to be a cow. so he
flows a bunch about beef and dairy cows.
If you need help with anything concerning your
animals...call us! Murray has the finest
Veterinarians in Kentucky. Between them, Purina
research, common sense, and us, we can help solve
your feed problems.

Industrial Rd.

Western wear, jewelry
livestock grooming supplies and much more
Since its first appearance in 1974, the
NAILE has grown to rank
as the largest, indoor
livestock exposition held
anywhere in the world.
Over 100,000 visitors and
livestock specialists from
around the world are expected to attend.

753-5378

PURINA
[RUINS

financing for up to 48 months
You have the open o1 choosing 88 :APfi tinanring *itt, , •
between September I and October 31 1982 Purchase mus. 7. 'r

r

Was

OR

OR

special super rebates up to $9400

special waiver

for cash purchases
_

of finance charges
,nStead of 8 8*. A P 8 0,nan0ng. vo. can
,
:boose a rialver.ca-hnance-chargeS opt*
you buy any 01 Our new Ca...Under nes den
Carry tractors hnanCe charges 8,11 be *awed
front dale Ot purchase LIM June 1 1983 P.,
chase most be hnanCed through J Case Creel
CdrpOratan

Waiver of finance charges
on used farm tractors
' I ',
you noir one , fl., „WO',
make, between September 1 and October 31
982 ttnance cna,qes wri Ire .a.,nrrt rino,

Lnouse Tr, iebale
io *lancing oho" pen,
the purcflase 01 any or
Our re* Case tarm trac
tors Case vat send you

a check or the wear
amours'ooposee
Case macre you WY
Rebale nay be apphed
Iowan" your purchaSe

pnce NOTE Govern
meet Atamoes Depao

ELPGIIKE
•11008‘.

CASA.
Mellen

11100Ft

CASe
QESAtE

$9,400 au 2 tvo $3,800_,
4-ss $8.000 MO GP $3.200_.
141•441, $6,400 141111 GP $2,800.
foo• f-te $5,400 IMO GP S1,800
nosi.e $5000 lift? $1,500
on GP
iiwtwr S4,200
$1,300
OW SIM

plus...
special factory selling allowances
to make your trade even better

McKEEL EQUIPMENT CO.
503 Walnut

753-3062

EsE

Murray, Ky.

Last Chance
SALERakein the savings
.
novii thru •
SEPTEMBER 25

Black Pipe Gate Sale Also

753-1423
Industrial 1/3. Murray

—
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Shutout rare for Racers

Loveland leaves MSU defenseless
Frank Beanier called
Central Missouri's
quarterback "a cool
customer ... like Fran
Tarkenton back there."
And stopping Scott
Loveland, the Mules'
spry-footed hurler, proved to be too much for the
Racers as they lost their
first game of the year, 100. Saturday.

MULE KICKED — Murray State receiver John Walsh I left) caught a Central
Missouri helmet instead of the intended pass from Winston Ford. Although the
pass was incomplete. Walsh did manage to catch three other Ford aerials for 19
total yards.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

covering
011 fields

,i.up Loveland's aerials
9:25 in the first quarter,
8:22 in the second, 11:18
in the third, and 6:32 in
the fourth for a total of
35:37 of the game's 60
minutes.

A conference victory
would salvage some of
the Racer pride lost on
the turf at Stewart
Stadium and would
Whenever the Racer of- almost assuredly
fense managed to make eliminate Tech from a
an appearance they shot at sole possession of
resembled a dance the OVC crown.
routine — one, two, three.
kick. Ten of their 13 C Missouri
0 7 3 0 10
St
0 0 0 0 0
Stadium since 1977 13-0, possessions lasted six Murras
CMI! Andrews 31 run Huff kick
plays or less and the hosts ('MU F'D Huff 22
also by APSUI.
A 41.500
"I'm not looking for ex- never cracked the Cen• • •
cuses," Reamer admit- tral 20-yard line.
CMU MSU
First Downs
22
12
ted, "They played better
But disregarding the Rushewyards
40.142 543
than we did. We didn't
Passing yards
50
146
home embarrassment, Return yards
16
16
have enough experience
the Racers can write off PaAses
21-45-1 15-37-1
Punts
to handle their game everything
6-36
11-40
to date as sort Farnbles.lost
1.0
4-2
plan, but we're certainly of
12-100
12-99
a preseason warmup Penaltaes-ya rd.%
Tore of possession
not going to panic now."
3507
2425
for the real season.
• • •
One Saturday statistic
Incevidualleeders
Rushing
Central Missoun, Anthat told the story as
Saturday 17:30 p.m.)
drews
Vaden 11-48 Murray,
much as the 10-zip the Racers -travel to Moreland7-72,
9-32. Terrance 5-17
Passing - Central Missouri,
scoreboard was the time Cookeville, Tenn., to inLoveland 21-45-1 250 Murray. Ford IS.
of possession, especially itiate their Ohio Valley 37-1 146
Receiving - Central Missouri,
the third quarter. MSU's Conference slate against
Saucers, 7-70. Learts 5-35 Murray,
defense was called on to Tennessee Tech, who fell True 6-69, Walsh
349

0

B) JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

What happened? How
could the mighty Murray Racer rushers, he was
Staters be skunked by the sacked only once all
nobodies from night.
Somewhere, Missouri?
"We sure didn't look
"It was a matter of good trying to run him
them coming in here down," Reamer moaned,
1 Roy Stewart Stadium ) as the visiting signal
and having a" very good caller caused the Racers
game plan ... and us mak- to drop to 1-1 overall.
But Loveland's arm
ing a ton of mistakes,"
wasn't the only story of
coach Reamer said.
"I feel like I've aged 15 the night as a surprisingly stringent Mule defense
years tonight."
handed MSU its first
Adding to Reamer's shutout since 1980 , 24-0 at
senior citizen status was Austin Peay )and the first
Loveland's love affair shutout at Stewart
with the airwaves above
Stewart Stadium. The
sophomore, who last
week passed 24 times in
the Mules' 20-17 win over
Missouri Southern, had
already thrown 25 times
by halftime of Saturday's
upset.
For the game he hit 21
of 45 receivers for .240
yards and despite his constant flirting with the

to Youngstown State, 3;14.
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RACER
mate Bobt
and Evan:
Saturday a

•

EKU takes top MSU golf honors
After two rounds Mur- loUrilt`V ai. it.
ray State's golf team held Eastern Kentucky took
a fourth place total in the home the overall team
annual MSU Inter- honors.
collegiate competition at
The Colonel linkers
Murray Country Club. finished first with an 8Saturday and Sunday.
over-par 1088 total and
the MSU blue team placBut, the hosts dropped ed sixth with 1137. The
to sixth place when the Racer gold team was 10th
final scores of the 56-hole with 1162.

The one-sided victory at Bowling Green was marred only by the solo goal spoiling a Murray shutout
and the breakdown of the Murray van in
Russellville on the trip home.
Arthur Wulff led the Murray travelers in Saturday's game with three goals along with a pair from
Mark West and solos from David Dill, Chris
Padgett and Mike Phillips.
Wulff also added two assists and West, Dill.

NEW YORK lAP
A ing all five," said the
few days ago, Whitey Cards' manager after his
Herzog was worried. His troops had extended their
St. Louis Cardinals, sit- winning streak to seven
ting precariously atop the by completing a five-National League East, game sweep of New York
had to play five games in with a 3-1 victory Sunday.
three days during the "Maybe three, possibly
heat of the pennant race.
four, but never five.
Herzog isn't quite as
"I'm glad we're comworried anymore.
ing off the sweep, but if
-I never figured on tak- they beat us in the next

VEGTABLES & MEATS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
Quarter 1.b. Pure Ground

Beef Patties

14 lb. Box

Choice

Minute Steak
Rib Eye Steak

$201 6
$259
$399
$2399
lb

10-11

Butter
Beans
Frosty Acres
Baby Limas

lb. avg. lb

30 lbs

1 799

20!
)

Frosty Acres Purple Hulled

THROUGH SPECIAL
BANK ARRANGEMENT
FOR QUALIFIED BUYERS

ON 1982 OR 83

Peas

. 20 lb

as a player, being that I
was always on the bench.
That's when I found out I
needed glasses."
Herzog's heroes Sunday were rookie John
Stupor, 8-6, and reliever
Doug Bair, who combined
on a seven-hitter, and
Willie McGee, whose runscoring single keyed a
two-run fourth inning.
"I try not to think of the
pennant race.'' said
Stupor. "I just get the hitters as they come. Too
many guys put undue
pressure on themselves."
Stupor didn't plan on
being a key figure in the
pennant chase. "I was
In Saturday's account looking to be called up in
of the Murray High, 42-7, September, being that I
victory at Fulton City had such a horrible year
F'riday night, an intercep- in the minors last year,"
tion returned for a he said. "I was just looktouchdown was incorrect- ing to get myself
ly attributed to Murray's straightened out in
Kritt Allbritten, No.87.
Triple-A."
Freshman Kelly Steely,
Stupor shut out the
No. 67 on the roster, was Mets on four hits over the
the Tiger with the pickoff first six innings. He gave
and TT)
up three hits.

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.

20 lb

Frosty Acres Breaded

$ 1 610

Okra
Potatoes

20 lb

White

Don t vvorr3 and vet rodio shout learrung
your way around town Or what to see and
do Or whom to ask
As WELCOME WACON Representattve,

hoice Sides Of Bee

$1 32

Cut S. Wrapped Free
non T ur Orders In

SEPT. 23RD THRU 25TH

PARKER FORD INC

OreSate &

I'll simplify the busenesstigetting settled
Help you begin to ens:iv your new town
good ihopping, local attractions

Retail Meal"

ommunih opportunities And my ti.6sket
Is lull of &Antirfit PriproVefeatiiiiltx
Take a'break horn unpackong and call

GIBSON HAM Co.
37

II

753-5273

If

/low 713 1601
SOURS, 7 00 1 00 alOW
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two, we're right back
where we started."
"They" are the secondplace Philadelphia
Phillies, who, after losing
8-Ito Pittsburgh Sunday,
found themselves 4'2
games behind Herzog's
pace-setting Cardinals.
The Cards meet the
Phillies at Busch Stadium
tonight and Tuesday.
Is Herzog keeping one
eye on the scoreboard?
"I watch the
scoreboard every day,"
he said. "That's all I did

Frosty Acres

Frosty Acres

MSI
gral

Herzog not so worried after sweep

Frosty Acres Speckled

A.P.R. FIANACING
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Phillips and Padgett had one apiece.
The Green Devils continued their weekend winning ways by upsetting the Princeton 19-under team,
3-1, on the field north of Roy Stewart Stadium.
I.ast weekend Princeton came from behind to tie
Murray. 4-4, at Princeton. but Sunday Phillips
booted two goals and Wulff added another to defeat
the Princetonians.
Dill notched another assist for the locals while
defensively Kevin Wolf, Luke Harrington and
goalie Ben Yoo were standouts.
Wednesday the Green Devils travel to
Hopkinsville's University Heights Academy.

WE'VE ROLLED BACK
THE CLOCK TO THE
1960'S WITH

Because
open single
matches o
State Invit
tournamen

TIP DRILL — A Murray State defensive lineman manages to semi-block a Scott Loveland 114) pass during
Saturday's Central Missouri, 10-0, win over the Racers. Backing up the unidentified Racer is teammate
Alfonso Mather 1431.

Green Devils win weekend twinbill
Murray's under-16 boys soccer team swept the
weekend's two games with an 8-1 victory over host
Bowling Green and a 3-1 home win over Princeton.

Mur
desF

EEC's Pat Stephens
MSU's gold teamer,
was the individual winner Jeff Lewellyn, shot 229
with his 8-under 208 for followed by blue team
the tourney. Dave members Ron Overton
1230), Tom Casper i 231),
Shallcross of the MSU Brent Doolittle 232) and
gold squad was the best Lynn Sullivan 233).
Racer finisher with a 222.
MSU's next competiAnother Racer, Steve tion will be Sept. 24-26 at
Conoley, was close the East Tennessee Interbehind with his 226.
collegiate.

Mary
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Harris shifts from runner to receiver in Steeler victory

Imes

By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
When you hold Franco
Harris to just three yards
rushing, there's no way
the Pittsburgh Steelers
can win,right? Wrong.
Six times Harris pounded into the line, and six
times the Cincinati
Bengals stopped him. So
Harris grabbed a careerhigh 11 passes to help
lead the Steelers to a 26-20

'SS
State, 37-

overtime victory Sunday
"We never know who is
going to catch the ball or
run it," said Steelers
Coach Chuek Noll. "This
week, Franco was a big
contributor as a receiver
even though our running
game wasn't doing very
well
Harris has made his
mark in his 10 seasons of
National Football League
action as a rusher. Sun-

day, he saw something
and the Steeler quarterback Terry Bradshaw
took advantage of it.
Bradshaw didn't desert
his other receivers. John
Stallworth grabbed two
touchdown passes, including a game-winning
2-yard catch with just
1:08 gone in the overtime
period as Bradshaw completed 29 of 42 passes for
298 yards.
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RACER RETURN — Mats Ljungman (left I and Murray State doubles teammate Bobby Montgomery paired up to help the Racers defeat both Illinois State
and Evansville in team competition during the MSU Invitational tourname
nt
Saturday and Sunday.
Staff photo by Chris Evans

Murrayans shine in tourney,
despite weather cancellation
Because of rain, the
open singles and doubles
matches of the Murray
State Invitational tennis
tournament were cancell-

fared well in weekend's
team competition.
Murray's Shawn
Mestan defeated fellow
local netter, Derrick Guzman, 6-4, 6-4, for the Bed. However, several Division championship at
Murray netters made the MSU courts Sunday.
Eddie Hunt, another
strong showings in the BDivision and over-35 Murrayan, was succlass, plus MSU's team cessful (6-0, 6-1) in his bid
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MSU professors
grab race awards
Dr. Lew Bossing, MSU
education professor,
came in second in the 4549 runners and Karl
Wuest, a retired Marine
and MSU student, finishIn conjunction with the ed third in the same
Pioneer Festival and catagory.
Dr. Adam Lanning,
under cloudy, cool and
lightly sprinkling condi- sociology professor, plactions, six Murray-area ed second in the over-50
runners finished high division and Paul
Naberezny, MSU
enough to win awards.
guidance and counseling
Of those six, four are instructor, finished
Murray State professors fourth in the 35-39 age
and another is a student group.
at the university.
Saturday another MurDr. Ron Wuest, a local ray contingent plans to
chiropractor, placed first race in the annual
in the men's 40-44 division Banana Festival 10and Ken Forrester, MSU kilometer run in Fulton.
English professor, was Ky., beginning at 7:30
third in the same group.
p.m.

The second Racer Club
meeting of the season will
be held tonight at the
Seven Seas Restaurant at
6 p.m.

•

e,

I
Ti
s.
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:.
imm
i
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dinner and meeting is
open to the public.
Reserve tickets to
Saturday's 7:30 p.m.
game between Murray
State and host Tennessee
Tech are on sale in Room
211 of Roy Stewart
Stadium. Reserve
bleacher seats at Tech's
stadium will cost $6 each

,
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TWO WHEEL DEAL

DAILY FLIGHTS BETWEEN MURRAY AND
NASHVILLE

Flight
101
103
105

From Murray to Nashville
Depart
Arrive
6:40 a.m.
7:25a.m.
12:45 p.m.
130 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
5:45 p.m

Flight
102
104
106

Depart
9:35 a.m.
21 30 p.m.
7:30p.m.

Frequency
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun.-Fri.

From Nashville to Murray
Arrive
10:20 a.m.
3:15 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

Frequency
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Sat.
Sun.-Fri.
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SIZZLIN
SALE

$379

SUNBIRD AIRLINES, INC.
489-2199
Please join us

ANNUAL FISH FRY
"All You Can Eat''
Center Pavilion
New City Park
4:00-8:00 p.m.
Advance Tickets
$3.75 Adult
$2.75 Child

At The Gate
$4.25
53.25
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MURRAY BASS CLUB

COUNTERTOP

SEE G.E. HOME ECONOMIST THIS
THURSDAY 7: PM IN OUR STORE

oorg Kitii
isst
2-8348

753-8971

Racer Club meets

COOKING SCHOOL
GOOD ALL DAY
SPECIAL THURS
, SEPT. 23

tg

NatoShack

College Football

to oust Owensboro's Bob
Mobley for the over-35
singles crown.
Hunt then teamed with
Duke Wilder to defeat
Fred Stewart and Joe
Hunter of Sikeston, Mo..
6-2, 6-2, for the over-35
doubles title.
In the six-team intercollegiate competition
over the weekend, Murray State beat both Illinois. State, 6-3, and
Evansville,8-1.

Murray runners
brought back a healthy
load of hardware from
the Pioneer 5,000-meter
Race in Henry, Tenn.,
Saturday.

Murray State coach
Frank Beamer will
discuss Saturday's game
film of the 10-0 loss to
Central Missouri. The

id

SCOREBOARD

Your discount • arts su ermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck arts...save 10-50%
Pro
Pro Baseball
Football
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ADVANCE TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT:
JERRY'S RESTAURANT
MURRAY AUTO PARTS
KY. LAKE OIL CO.
UNCLE JEFF'S SPT. GOODS ,
MACK L MACK
BLACK'S DECORATING CENTER
OR FROM ANY MEMBER OF MURRAY BASS CUM
ar
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THESE ARE THE EXAMPLES OF THE SAVINGS AT OVERBY HONDA

(
)

SPECIAL PURCHASE ON THE...
*MB5 50cc HIGH PERFORMANCE SPORT MODEL
*Economical Honda Express
*Versital Electric Start Passport
*Allows us to pass on the savings to you

BUY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS THIS SALE POSITIVELY ENDS
SEPT. 30

OVERBY HONDA
S. 4th

753-4092
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By Abigail Van Buren

Family's Troubles Best
Sorted Out by Church
DEAN ABBY I hope you will print this, es there must
be others who could one day face what we are facing if
they don't take precautions to prevent it.
Our lti year-old daughter is pregnant by our I5-year-old
adopted son She refuses to have an abortion because she
wants the baby.
We adopted the boy when he was an infant and have
raised him as though he were our own flesh and blood
Both children have been raised in the church. and I never
dreamed this could happen to us!
My husband works the night shift and I had to be away
for several nights with my sister who underwent serious
surgery Meanwhile, our son and daughter slept in the
same bed!because she said she was afraid. He said, -Mom,
I'm sorry. It just happened. I couldn't help it.My husband ran the boy off, and he has no one to go to.
My husband blames me for being so trusting and says
any fool would know it could happen.
I am so distraught I don't know where to turn or whom
to ask except you, Abby What should I do now?
CRUSHED
DEAR CRUSHED: You say your 'children have
been raised in the church. Praise the Lord - that

could be your salvation! And theirs.
Welcome the ho) home, and forget blame, guilt,
and what you should or should not have done. The
future of your daughter and son and their unborn

$10,000 found
undercarseat

child are your first priorities now. See your spiritual and religious leader for family counseling. This
concerns the entire family. God never gives us a
heavier load than we can carry, so please do this
now, and let me hear from you in three months. I
Care.

M ORGANTOWN.
W.Va. API - When Don

DEAF( ABBY While I was in the hospital last month, a
fellow patient let me read your book, "The Best of Dear
Abby It made me laugh. It made me cry It made me
think But best of all, it made me happy
I want one of my own, and I would also like to buy one
for my mother, but I can't find a single copy in Great
Falls. Mont Can you help me?
RK
DEAR R.K.: Send me your name and address and
a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
DEAR ABBY: A pox on the idiot who convinced so
many office managers that the customer enjoys canned
music while waiting for a busy telephone extension. It's
bad enough to he put on "hold,- but to be forced to listen
to that terrible music infuriates me!
To all who are responsible for canned music on the
telephone, please consider this:

I. I do not mind a few minutes of silence. I can
meditate, doodle, or review what I am going to say when
the service department finally answers.
2. I may be listening to my favorite opera, or watching
"Flee-Haw.3. Finally, the Muzak in my own office lover which I
have no control) does not blend well with yours.
Sign me.
STICK IT IN YOUR EAR
DEAR STICK IT: The function of canned music on
the telephone is not so much to entertain as to let
the caller know that he's still connected.
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When putting away
your luggage after
arriving home,always

Travel Tips...
"Arriving Home"

close the zippers so
bugs can't crawl in

,
I M VERY TIRED
FROM MY WALK
IN THE COUNTRY

I'LL TAKE
THE BUS
HOME

THAT'S THE
DUMBEST
TRAVEL TIP
I'VE EVER
READ

ON SECOND
THOUGHT-

slide-lecture a 8 p.m.
Tuesday in Room 423 of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. The presentation
is open to the public at no
admission charge.
Lectures by Mather are
also scheduled Wednesday at 10 a.m. at Murray
High School and at 7:30
p.m. at the Paducah Art
Guild at 200 Broadway in
Paducah.
Mather has conducted
more than 20 workshops
since 1970. His most recent presentation was at
the Ohio DesignerCraftsman's spring
meeting.
His work was recently
displayed in the
American Porcelain
Show, which opened at
the Renwick Gallery of
the Smithsonian Institution in Washington. D.0
Mather's visit to the
area is sponsored by the
Department .of Art at
Murray State and supported in part by matching grant from The National Endowment for the
Arts.
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Schiffbauer found $10,000
in the car he was cleaning, he could have run
with the money - but
didn't
Instead, Schiffbauer
handed the money to his
boss at a local car dealership, who returned it to
its owner.
The money was left in a
car rented from the
dealer by an unnamed
Morgantown
businessman. When he
returned the car, he
forgot about the bag of
money under a seat,
where it was discovered
by Schiffbauer.
"I was just about ready
to throw the bag away
when I felt something
Schiffbauer said.
"I opened it up and about
flipped out."
Dick Ratcliff, Schiffbauer's supervisor, said
he deserves a lot of credit
"because if he wasn't
honest, it would have
been easy for him to get
away with the money."
The southernmost portion of California's Salton
Sea is designated as a National Wildlife Refuge.
The Rand McNally Road
Atlas says it is the only
such refuge in the United
States to be situated completely in - and made up
entirely of- water.

ACES*'
BOBBY WOLFF

• "Using your head is the
best protection against
headaches " - Arnold
Glasow

Declarer earns himklf
his headache if he loses
today's game without a
fight. The routine method of
playing diamonds will surely fail; a surprise move by
declarer may well encourage East to give the show
away.
Dummy's heart jack wins
the first trick and it's obvious that declarer's best
chance rests with diamonds.
How should he play the suit?
The "normal" way is to
cross to a spade and lead a
diamond to dummy's queen.
This goes to East's king and
the game slides down the
chutes. East returns a heart
to knock out declarer's ace
and declarer's hopes are
gone. West's hearts are
ready to run and declarer
goes down one.
With today's diamond
combination, there is no distribution that will allow
declarer to win all five
tricks. But there is a best
practical way to play for
four.
Instead of leading a diamond to dummy's queen,
Jeclarer should cross to one
sf dummy's spade honors
ind lead a low diamond
sway from the A-Q. Most
Easts would take their king
when guarded only once,
removing any further problem for South.
What if West has the diamond king? No matter, the
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Opening lead Heart six

finesse is better taken on the
second round instead of the
first.
Lead with The Aces
South holds
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ANSWER:Spade nine Partner has the entries. Try to
establish spades instead of
clubs
Send bridge durations to The Aces,
P 0 Rog 12183 Dallas Texas 75235
with self addressed stamped envelope
for reply

CAR STEREO Pi
Mar
Kenwood
Mitsubishi, Sanyo
fessional install
Sunset Boulevard
Dixieland Ce
Chestnut St 753 011:

I Legal Notice

BID ANNOUNCEMENT
Bids will be received until 2:00 p.m.
CDT Sept. 28, 1982 by the administrator of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for the renovation and
addition to Suite 201 in the Medical
Arts Bldg. Work will include springlers,
mechanical, electrical, metal stud and
sheet rock work, floor tile, millwork,
accusticle ceilings, and painting. Plans
may be obtained at the Administrators
Office by making a S25 deposit which is
refunable. A 5 percent bid bond or
cashiers check will be required with
each bid.

•It's not too soon to
your
Christmas por-

Shove
traits

73. Exterminating

Kelley's Tern
8, Pest Cont
Phone 75 3

made. Call

this week.
CARTER STUDIO
153-8295
300 atom
FOR SALE
742
REMINGTON
WOODMASTER
AUTOMATIC RIFLE
242 or 308 col

$269.88

No phone calls please
Western
Vernon's
Store
Olympic Plaza
Open 9AM-9PM Daily.
I PM.6PM Sunday

For Sale
523,500 2 to 3 acres
mini farm with several
old store. House has
been newly remodeled. Call 753.6098
after 4:30.
We buy and sell Feista
and Depression glass.
Bel Air Decor store,
Bel -Air Shoppong
Center.
Have 5 minutes" Call
759-4444 for on in-'
spirational message to
brighten
your day.
Children's tape 759.
4445.

NOTICE
For your convenience, fun
Salter front our SaFes Dept.
will be at our showroom
from 6,30 PM to 5,00 PM
on Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays_
PURDOMS, OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
406W. Mx.,,,
753-S315

5. Lost and Found
Lost Key Ring. Contains
15 to 20 keys in vicinity
of Story and Meadow
Lane. If found Call
753 6277 anytime day or
night. Reward offered.
Lost, gold serpentine
chain at MCC Hospital,
thursday afternoon in
employee's elevator.
Reward. Call 753-6313,

6. Help Wanted
Baby sitter with car for
4 year and 4 month old.
References required.
Call 753-0672 nights.
Building salesman
wanted. Building corn
pany needs area
salesman, some sale
background and con
struction knowledge
needed. All sales tools
and sales school pro
vided. travel expenses
included. Salary
negotiable.Please send
resume to P.O. Box
1115, Paris Tn 38242.
DH IA Supervisor
needed good part time
jOb. Contact Extension
Office 753 1452 or 753
1456,
ENVELOPE COM
FILERS NEEDED!
For details mail a self
addressed, stamped
envelope to, NMLS.
Box 133, Durand Mi,
48479

PART TIME
SHORT TIME
Kids in school?
Need extra spending money? Sell
toys, gifts and
Christmas decorations now till
December 1st. No
collecting, no
deliveries Home
Party Plan. Hiring
until Sept. 25th.
Call your House of
Lloyd supervisor
now.Call 759-4807

30 Watt receiver
sets 141 of spe
Realistics near to
stereo. Retail tota
six months old, 4,
guarenteed
Will
for jewelry, gui
$300. See at
Jewelry 404 N 1211
753-9899

Hard working aggres
sive take charge type
individual to run es
tablished debit agency,
in the Murray to Ed
dyville area. We offer
great compensation
training program and
fringe benefits. Please
call Paducah between
for ap
8a.m.'4: 30p.m
pointmen1 and inter
view, 444-6967 E.O.E.
Kaskaskia Workshops
Inc has the following
positions open. Direct
Service for the Corn
munity day Training
Program, Salary S9,,500.
requires actual ex
perience with severly
handicapped adults.
Case manager for
Client program. Salary
range $10,500 to S11.500,
Requires BS degree in
Social Service and
prefer someone with
experience with Developmentally disabled
adults. Apply at 129 S
Walnut, Centralia II. or
phone 1 618 533-4423 by
Sept 251982. EOE.
Live in baby sitter,
middle aged or elderly
lady preferred, private
bedroom and board plus
References ex
salary
changed. Call 753-2700.
Part time RN for Sur
gury
OR experience
necessary. Has to res•
ide within 30 minutes
from hospital. Contact
Personnel Dept. Community Hospital
Mayfield Ky 247-5211.
RN or LPN position
available full time or
part time for 3-11 shift.
Working Mon.-Fri with
every weekend off.
Persons interested
should apply in person
at Care Inn 4th and
Indiana, Mayfield Ky
or call 247 0200.

aft. x Oft. Fla
arrow sign. Musl
Sacrifice. 502 529 27
ATARI CARTRIt
Donkey Kong, V(
Berzerk, Space C
Trick Shot, Cosmi
and Lost Lug!
Coast to Coast
ware, 753 8604.
Baby stroller anc
chair_ Tallay mas.
Victor adding ma
Call 759-4544 after 7

Firewood cut to
$25. per rick.
436 2292.
Firewood, deli'
and stacked, 530 z
Call 753'9101.
For sale . Get
winter firewood
436 2758_

26. TV-Radio

Like new, 9 inch
and white TV
AM-FM record
$25. AM EM 8
with 2 spea
$35.Admiral Al
radio S5. Several
and LP records .
Few odds and end
all at 020 in River
641 North.
Stereo with AM
track 'and re
player Best offer
753-6962.

27. Mobile Home Sa

12 x 40 Mobile
furnished, S2,500.
436-2625 before) PA

12x60, Two bed
partially furnish(
nice trailer park.
over payment.
Carol at 762 6851
4p m.

?. Situation Wanted

Three Bedroom
home, 53,400. N
asonable offer rf
Call 753 1869 or 753 .
12 x 68, 2 bec
partly furnished,
condition. Call
2327 or 1 382 2764.

Two reliable ladies will
do house cleaning. Have
references, Call 753-2820
before 5 PM Or 762- 2553
after 5 PM.

10, Business Opportunity
Business Opportunity,
$40'50,000 per year.
National Company
looking for Distributors.
No required inVest ,
ment.Call
1 800 238 9220.

1981 Double wide
wood like sic
shingle roof,
drooms, 1 1.2 bat'
electric, dishwz
Call 753 5671 bet
PM, after 5
437-4410

14. Want to Buy

KEROSE
HEATERS. Buy
and save! 6800
5119.99; 9000
5149.99. 9300
5179.99, 9300 BTU
fan, $212.99; 1
BTU, $179.99,
BTU, $219 99, 1
Hardware Paris, Tv
King, automatic
heater, delux
with lift off cook si
top. Brick lined fit
With cast iron ,
and doors. S2/
Wallin Hardware,
Tn.

Want to buy standing
timber. Cash or percentage. Also Pine $4.00
per ton. Call 489 2334

15. Articles for Sale
Lady's yellow gold
diamond ring, 5 stones,
70 point caret weight.
Approx value $900, ask
ing$700. Call 1.382 7584.
Top quality pictures,
entire stock one half
price
5th & Olive
Street, Murray.
Two 12x15 carpets and a
wood stove. Call 901 644
1718.

OREGON SAW c
3s" pitch for 1657.99, 20", 58.99 '
Hardware Paris, Te
Pool table, regu
size, slate bed.
Call 753 8056 after 51

16. Home Furnishings
Console stereo, excellent condition, A 6 Embassy Apartments. Call
753 0399.
Redecorating Sale,
complete living room
suite, gold reclining
chair, modern
breakfast table, booth
style, Call 753 4756.

Used chain saws
Homelite, Sup
Homelite, 361 P
SL 4 Remington,
489 2570 after 5 PM

17, Vacuum Cleaners

REN1
of
PORTABL

Electrolux vacumn
cleaner with power
nozzle, used very little,
$175 Call 759 4801

N.Sports Equipment
Pool table, 8 ft x 4 ft,
with cues, etc. $35,0 or
best offer. Call 753 0343
after 5 PM_
Remington 300 Win
chester Magnum,
Model 700, BDL rifle
With 3x9 red field scope
and case. Call 753-0775
after 5 PM

DA
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N. Musical
1.1111111=1111r

INFLATION
PRICES
Or Pioneer, Sony,
Sanyo, Majestic,
Maroutz car stereos.
World of Sound
11,
•••'

753.5865
53.S
411M111.
.
111 11MMINIft,

39

24. Miscellaneous

6. Help Wanted

1. Notice

out buildings including

SOUTH
•A J 10
•A7
832
•A J 7 6 4
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STEW 7

22. Musical
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MONT
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and

412

Pl144131111-. Mt MK 11. Ikx.,1.11.144.1t

TIMIt.•. %tondos .'keistemimr 211 I9112

E.11.4%
27._Mobile Home Sales

22. Musical

CAR STEREO Pioneer, 1974, 12x65, Two bed
Kenwood, Marantz, room, nice, $3400 Call
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
753 1873.
fessional installation. 1981 Mobile home 12x60
Sunset Boulevard Music 2 bedroom, furnished
Dixieland Center Price reduced owner
Chestnut St 753 0113
For
being transferred
more information call
Mayfield, 1 247 5947
Extra nice 12 x 60
Mobile Home, lots of
extras Call 753 5099 or
753 7795

wmiP

23, Exterminating

iy

al

s,

21 Mobile Home Rentals
A 2 bedroom, newly
furnished, Shady Oaks
Trailer Court 753'5209.
Mobile Homes for rent,
$150 a month plus
oeposit. 2 miles out on
Phone 753 3914
Couples
641 South
preferred, no pets. 753
0692.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray
Watt
receiver,
30
two No pets. 489 2611
sets (A) of speakers, One bedroom trailer,
Realistics near top line low heat bills, good
stereo. Retail total $660. condition, $125 per
six months old, 41 2 year month. Call 437 4462
Will trade days or 437 4569 nights.
guarenteed
for jewelry, guns or
S300. See at Leo's Two bedroom partly
Jewelry 404 N 12th. Call furnished trailer. Call
759 4658
753-9899
trailer on
4ft. x 81t. Flashing Two bedroom
641, 1 2 mile South of
old
arrow sign. Must sell.
Heights. Call
Almo
Sacrifice. 502 529 2721
753-5618.
ATARI CARTRIDGES
Donkey Kong, Venture,
Berzerk, Space Cavern,
Trick Shot, Cosmic Arc
and Lost Luggage.
Air conditioning,
Coast to Coast Hard
appliance and
ware, 753 8604.
Baby stroller and high
refrigeration ser•
chair_ Tallay master by
vice. All brands.
Victor adding machine.
Call 759-4544 after 7 PM.
759-1322.
Firewood cut to order.
$25. per rick. Call
436 2292.
30.
Firewood, delivered
and stacked, $30 a rick.
Call 753-9101.
Mini
For sale: Get your
Warehouse
winter firewood now!
Storage Space
436 2758.
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Kelley's Termite
8, Pest Control

24. Miscellaneous

aggres
e type
un es
agency,
to Ed
e offer
sation
in and
Please
ietween
or ap
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29, Heating-Cooling

kshops
illowing
Direct
Corn
raining
S900.
al ex
severly
)dults.
ir for
Salary
S11.500.
tree in
e and
with
S De
isabled
129 S
II. or
423 by

Business Rentals

For Rent
753-4758

26. TV-Radio
Like new, 9 inch black
and white TV $ao.
AM FM record player
$25. AM FM 8 track
with 2 'speakers
$35.Admiral AM FM
radio $5. Several tapes
and LP records .50 up
Few odds and ends See
all at e20 in Riveria Cts,
641 North.
Stereo with AM FM 8
track 'and record
player Best offer. Call
753-6962.

sitter,
elderly
private
rd plus
es ex
1700.
Sr Sur
?hence
to res'
eninutes
Contact
Corn
pital
211
rosition
ime or
1 shift.
'1. with
d off.
eested
person
th and
Id Ky.

31. Apts, For Rent
Needed one male room
mate for nice 2 bedr6brd
Apartmnet. A.6, Em
bassy Apartments. Call
753 0399.
One bedroom furnished
basement Apartment,
private bath and entrance, utilities furnished. $150 per month,
references required.
Call 753 8294,

31. Pets-Supplies

43 Real Estate

AKC white. male toy
Poodle puppy has had
shots coil 753 0499
Basset Hounds, long
ears and sad faces
$75.00 & $100
Call
753 0672 nights

slam
7531222
mingj
e on.
.

Brittainy Spanial AKC.
male, 14 months, $175
Call 1 247 3706.
A sound investment
that will pay for
itself. Modern brick
duplex, 4 rooms,
bath, modern kitchen with appliances, central
gas heat and central air. Good location. Reduced to
$49,600. Call KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.

Himalayan kittens
Sealpoint, CFA re
gistered, 9 weeks old,
$150. Call Paducah Ky
554 3012.

43. Real Estate
Approxmately 16 acres
ideally located lust four
miles west of Murray.
Property includes a
mobile home and stock
barn. Beautiful building
site. Call KOPPERUD
REALTY 753 1222_

Completely redecorated
in fine taste 4 bedroom,
1 1.•2 story home in city.
Owner financing at 10
percent, give you low
monthly payments. A
large double lot, 2 car
garage, and storage
shed. Economical heat
and many extras. Call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753.7724.

44. Lots for Sale
Selection of three
waterfront lots on
Boyd's branch of lake
near Pine Bluff. Good
water, nicely wooded, a
bargain at only 516,000
each. Owner financing
available. John
Neubauer Real Estate.
Call 753-0101 or 753 7531,

45. Farms for Sale
187 acre Farm for sale
in Marshal County approxmately 16 miles
from Murray. 105 ten
dable acres, equipment
shed, grain bins and
several other in
provements. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
for details. 753-1222.
Small but very nice
farm on Highway 641
With 11 acres of tenda
ble land. Just S12,000.
Call SPANN REALTY
ASSOC 753-7724.
Two and one quarter
acres land. Brooks
Chapel Church road.
Call 474-2334 • ( •

wisommr
,
Strout
46. Homesfor Sale
Realty

0

A home, office or both.
Four bedroom home
zoned for residence or
business. Central gas
heat and electric air
conditioning. Brick
garage. Immediate
Possession. Price has
been reduced. Call 7537531.
Four bedroom, 2 bath,
brick, heat pump, near
University. 10 percent
down. Call 753-2649 or
753 1914.

Office Coast to Coast
Buyers from Everywhere
Reliable Service Since 1900
1912 Coldwater Rood
Murray. Kentuch y 42071
1502) 713-0186
Anytinie
JOEL. KENNON
Broker
Licensed S. Bonded

Three bedroom 1st floor
apartment, 1602 Miller_
12 x 40 Mobile Home, Call 753 2403.
furnished, $2,500. Call Two bedroom furnished
apartment extra nice.
436-2625 before 3 PM.
12x60, Two bedroom, Furnished washer, Looking for a bargain in
Partially furnished, in dryer, dishwasher. $200 todays market? There
nice trailer park. Take a month. 753 8298 days, is plenty around. But,
over payment. Call 753,6194 nights.
before you make your
Carol at 762 6851 before
final choice, look at this
34.
4p m.
3 bedroom home,
Three Bedroom mobile Small 1 bedroom house located in Hazel. Rehome, S3,400, No re- for rent, to couple or duced to $11,500, older
asonable offer refused. single person_ No pets. home with that certain
$150 month plus deposit. charm. Call Spann
Call 753 1869 or 753 5743.
Realty Assoc. 753 7724,
12 x 68, 2 bedroom, Call 753 2669.
partly furnished, good Small furnished house, New Listing in Hardin.
water included, 2 blocks Very nice modular
condition. Call 1-382
from University cam• home on 31'2 acres with 3
2327 or 1 382 2764.
pus. Call 753 3984.
bedrooms, 16 baths,
1981 Double wide 24x44,
wood like siding, Three bedroom near washer and dryer, built
in
range and refrigera•
carKenlake
Resort,
shingle roof, 3 bedrooms, 1 1.2 bath, all peted, water furnished, 'tor. Several out
buildings.
Owner leavbaseboard
heat,
wood
electric, dishwasher.
Call 753 5671 before 5 heater $195. Call 442 ing state. $32,000. Call
SPANN REALTY ASPM, after 5 call 5647.
SOC. 753-7724,
437-4410

27. Mobile Home Sales

Housesfor Rent

ies will
1. Have
753-2820
762 2553

IAN

Year.
npany
ibutors.
inVest•
all

37. Livestock-Supplies

KEROSENE
HEATERS. Buy now
and save! 6800 BTU,
$119.99; 9000 BTU,
$149.99: 9300 BTU
5179.99, 9300 BTU with
fan, $212.99; 11,500
BTU, $179.99: 19,500
BTU, S219.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
King, automatic wood
heater, delux cabinet
with lift off cook surface
top. Brick lined fire box
with cast iron grates
and doors. $249.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Tn.

landing
tr per le $4.00
134

r

gold
stories,
weight.
20, ask•
2584.

ctures,
le half
Olive

s and a
901 644

OREGON SAW chains,
3" pitch for 16" bar,
$7.99, 20", $8.99 Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
Pool table, regulation
size, slate bed, $500.
Call 753 8056 after 5PM.

ngs

excel
6 Em
'S. Call

Sale,
room
C lining
dern
booth

Used chain saws, 360
Homelite, Super 2
Homelite, 361 Poulin,
SL 4 Remington. Call
189 2570 after 5 PM

rs

Angus Bull, excellent
performance sires,
good calves, Call 7537531.
Grade Holstein heifer
calf due in October. Call
A36• 2845.
Hickory Lane Stables is
now providing the
following services: indoor riding, half price
on handicapped and
senior citizen lessons.
Horses for hire. Call
759,4588 days 759-1869
evenings.
Three year old
Palomino mare, green
broken, Call 753-8274

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions,
also'guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spitz, 502 554 2153.
AKC registered Great
Dane Puppies for sale.
Call 492 8812 after 5 PM.

RENTAL SPECIAL
of the MONTH
PORTABLE ELECTRIC SIGN

scumn
power
e little,

ent

x 4 ft,
$350 or
753 0343

- $5.50
WEEK - $11.50
MONTH - $55.00
DAY

1 Win
nmum,
L rifle
a scope
753-0775

We also have Thatchers
and Lawn Aerators

/1
Seny,
estic,

11100f.

rod

eleuebees

5

52. Boats Motors

53. Seryies Offered

1981 Interstate 1100
Burgundy, CB AM FM
Cassette cruise, safety
tires, extra sharp 18000
miles
Must sell fast
54.300
negotiable
489
2825

15 foot aluminum Bass
boat with 40 HP Mar,
ner Call 753 0931
1979, 15 foot Calypso, tn.i
hull, 85 Hp Mercury.
sharp
Call 762 2556
after 4 PM

Campbell's Tree Se,
vice
Topping, tria
'fling, removing
Fu
nsurance
Call 1 52'
)918

53 Services Offered

1973 thru 1978 truck
parts. windshield $50,
Doors 5100, fenders $50,
429 engine $300. C 6
transmission sloe.
Power steering $75
Weiand aluminum in
take and valve covers
$75.F its small block
chevrolet. 20 and 30 gal
fish aquarium with
accessories and stand $75
for both. three 350
chevrolet transmissions
$100 each, 400 trans
mission for olcfsmobile,
pontaic or Buick $100.
AM 8 track radio $20.
All parts guaranteed.
Can __install all parts.
Call 759 1200 before 5
PM.
IMPORT AUTO
SALVAGE, New and
used parts, rebuilt engines etc. Call 474-2325.
P & H auto repair.
Reasonable prices Call
Pat Hodges at 492-8500
also small engine
repair.
Duane's Place Used
Volkswagon parts, tune
up, break jobs, rebuilt
motors 435 4272

49. Used Cars
1971 Fiat Spider, con
vertible, mint condition.
Call 759 1333 or 753-1488.
1973 LTD Ford, 4
door,A 1 condition.
price $1,550. Call for
appointment 753'6387.
1973 Monte Carlo Landau, tilt wheel, air
conditioned, power
brakes and steering.
White on white. Call
753.7892.

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING
20 years experience
Stained floors our
speciality

Need a second opinion? Build-up or
Residential. Local
referances. Call Hugh
Outland, 759-1718 or
753-8076.

APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S. 5th St.
7 5 3
4 8 7 2 ,
753 8886(home).
All roofing, painting,
home and farm building
repairs, 10. discount
with this ad. Call Mike
502-435.4323 or Paul
901 247 3716_ Free
Estimates
Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen. Call 753 5341 or
35-4 6956. Earl Lovett.
• & D General Con
tracting, roofing and
painting. Call 474-8008
Bob's Horne In
provemnt, 17 years
building experience,
kmodeling, additions,
concrete work, repairs,
general home maintaince. Call 753-4501.
Build and Repair
tobacco barns. Free
estimate. Call 435-4347.

STORAGE Boats, pon
moons campers St per
foot per month
Win
terization and fall re
10 percent off
pairs
with this add Murray
Sport & Marine 718 S
ith St
Sammy Tidwell Paint
ing Contractor
Ex
perienced interior and
exterior painting
Free
estimate
Call 753 4686
Or 753 0487

JC & C Sheeting
Ufly I
aluminum. steel & vinyl Tree Trimming
For
coated aluminum siding estimate call 753 6710
and trim for houses
before 11 00 Am or after
Also fiberglass shake 5 DC pm or APpM da vs.
siding We also put on or
repair galvanized and
aluminum roofs and
Will clean carpets,
siding for barns
759
windows, also clean
Concrete, block, brick, 1600 office or 753 0329
and was hard wood
home
basements, folin
floors. Satisfaction
Cations. drive ways, K & K STUMP REMO
sidewalks, patios, and VAL. Do you neea
guaranteed
stumps removed from
chimneys. Free es
timates. Call 753 5476
your yard or land
FREE ESTIMATES On cleared of stumps? We z
All Electrical, Plumb can remove stumps up WELL DRILLING and
ing, -Painting, and Well to 24 inches below the repair, Campbell Well
ground, leaving only Drilling McKenzie, TN
Pump Needs. Licensed
sawdust and chips. Call Irregation residential
Call 753 0092 or 753 9673.
for free estimates. Bob
901
and commercial
Fence sales at Sears
Kemp 435 4143 or Bob
now; Call Sears 753 2310
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
for free estimate for
3W523671
ET BASEMENT? We
Lake Refrigeration Air make wet basements
your needs.
conditioners, small ap
dry
work completely
GENERAL HOME
474
pliances repaired
REPAIR. 15 years ex
guaranteed. Call or
8.041
Carpentry,
write
Morgan Con
Perience.
struction Co Rte 2 Box
concrete, plumbing,
Aluminum
and
Vinyl
409 A, Paducah Ky
roofing, sliding. NO
siding and Aluminum
42001, or call 1 442 7026
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
trim for all houses. It
Will do plumbing and
2359, nights 474 2276.
roofing, heating re
stops painting.
pairs, painting. Call
Guttering by Sears.
Jock Glover
7
05
/3
i 1-1221 l
Sears continuous gut
753-1873
ters installed for your
sharpen hand saws,
specifications. Call
circular saws, and
Sears 753 2310 for free Need work on your chain saws. 753 4656
trees? Topping, prunestimate.
ing, shaping, complete
If your furniture, cars. removal and more. Call
vans, boats, and so forth BOVER''S TREE
Roofing All Types, 15
needs that new look, SERVICE for Pro
please give us a call and fessional tree care.
years experience, all
we will try our hardest 753 8536.
work guaranteed. Don
to please you. We have a
Wilkerson 489.2580
wide selection of fabric Painting Paperhanging
or 345-2602.
to choose from. Call Commercial
Residential Interior
Wayside Upholstery
E xterior Farm
753-5361 or 753 6488.
Buildings. 25 years
Insulation blown in by experience. Tremon
Sears. TVA approved. Farris 759 1987,
Free to good home.
Save on those high
Airedale
Shepherd
heating and cooling
mixed puppies, good
bills. Call Sears 753 2310
cLets ealt 437-for free estimate.
4572

Handpainted
Factory &
Custom

153-9998

753-3317

56. Free Column

PAINTING

Aluminum Service Csaluminum ad vinyl siding.
cuslom trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey, 1531689

ROBINSON
8.
DAY
753-3716
753-5292

1

* FREE

*

57, Wanted
Want male room mate,
age 70
30, one block
from Campus. $125 plus
utilities, fireplace, dis
hwasher, deck.. Call
753 5029
_

7"x

1977 Cutless Supreme
Brougham, one owner
local car, 2 door, hardtop, Power steering,
power brakes, air, tilt
wheel, AM FM stereo
with tape, Silver with
red interior, $3975. Call
753-1474 before 5 PM,
after Scat! 753 7978.
1977 LTD Ford, Landau,
4 door, dark blue vinyl
top and light blue
bottom, 5 new tires, A-1
condition, 60,000
original miles, 8 track,
AM • FM radio, power
steering and brakes
priced at $2,600. Call
489-2576,

FABULOUS CARPET SALE
PASCHALL & SON

TVA LAND
FOR RENT

Thousands and Thousands of Yards
While It Last!
12 ft. Commerical Tweed
$2.99 sq.yd.
12 ft. Printed Kitchen Carpet
53.49 sq. yd.
12 ft. Rubber Back Shag
53.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. kilo Rubber Back Shag
54.95 sq. yd.
12 ft. Outside Grass Carpet
$2.99 sq. yd.
12 ft. kilo Shag Jute Back
$4.95
$6.50 and $6.95 sq. yd.
OUR FINEST PLUSH SHAG BIG ROLLS
From 56.99 sq. yd. to
9.95 sq. yd.
Compare to carpet selling for twice
and price
Good pad 51.00 sq. yd.
We Have What We Advertise

PASCHALL & SON
64) South between Paris, Tenn

12.5 Financing Purdom Motors Inc.

Used Trucks

53. Services Offered

354 6177

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam or Quick
D ry Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
1974 VW . Dasher, excel - Lee's -Carpet Cleaning
lent condition. Best 753-5827,
offer. Call after 5 PM
Chimney Sweeping
762 4787.
Service. Do it now
1976 Ford Van, fully
cusyomized inside and before you need your
chimney.
The working
out, with AM FM 8
track stereo and with list is growing. Call now
to
secure
an appoint
CB in a overhead console. also have 4 chrome ment, 435-4348 or 762
mag wheels fits Chev. 4792
Pontaic or Olds.
14". Call 7536962.

PINSTRIPING

53. Services Offered

BODEAU
FLOOR CO

1974 Chrysler Imperial.
Call 753 1874
1974 MG, Midget, 45,000
miles. Call 247 9467.

House for sale by owner
3 miles from town, on
Outland Schoolhouse
Rd., East Elementary
District. 3 acres, 2
houses in good condi
tion. Main house 3
bedroom, 2 i2 bath,
livingroom, and large
20x20 den, kitchen with
all appliances. Small
house for rental. Large
kitchen, 1 bedroom,
liVingroom, and bath, in
good repair. Suitable
for guest or rental. Will 1978 Mercury Cougar
XR 7, loaded one owner,
sell all, half, or 1 acre
Call 759 1677
for building on city $4,500
after 6 PM.
water. 753-2669.
Large spacious home on
one and one half acres,
iust two miles south of
Pardon' /X Thurman'
town. Central electric
heat and air, With
Insurance d.
fireplace insert. Priced
Real Estate
all new 82 8, 83
in the 550's with as
Southside Court Sq.
sumable loan. Cali
Models Cadillac,
REALTY
KOPPERUD
Murray, Kentucky
Oldsmobile,
Buick
753-1222.
7U-4451
New 3 bedroom home on
and Pontiac
YES YOU CAN - AS- beautiful wooded 101
SUMABLE LOAN FOR with spring fed creek.
1406W. Main
YOU! Just listed 4 new appliances, new
•
bedrooms, 2 baths, air -conditioner, 1
753-5315
maintenance free baths, carport. 1618
home. Spend your leis, Oakhill Dr. Westwood
ore hours on wrap- Subdivision. 753-5014.
1979 Camero Z - 28, low
around deck with a cool ONE YOU DREAM milage, loaded $6.800.
glass of lemonade. ABOUT: 3 bedroom 492 8989 after 5 PM.
Basement recreation brick, 1i2 brick, quality 1979 Firebird, air. conroom with stone construction on 21 acres ditioneff, automatic,
fireplace. Mature trees of good tendable land stereo, Damaged.
on nice double lot. Dial with substantial road S3,250. Call 753 9710.
(Century 21 Loretta frontage on two paved
1978 Monte Carlo power
Jobs Realtors) 753'1492.
highways_ This is an steering, power brakes,
excellent investment power windows. air
YES YOU CAN BUY
SELLER will help you for now and in the condition, AM FM 8
buy his home. Enjoy the future. Located east of track stereo. 305 motor,
lake and wildlife from Murray and just re low mileage, good con the warm family room duced to $63,900 for a dition $3400. Call 436
in winter and the patios quick sale. Don't delay. 2894.
in the summer. This call today. Offered by
1982 Camero Berlinetta.
three bedroom is nes- Century 21, Loretta
power steering, power
t led on a beautiful Jobs Realtors, 753 1492.
brakes, air conditioned,
wooded lot with ad
REDUCED $4,000! New tilt wheel, reclining
ditional acreage with 1 bedroom brick 4 miles
bucket seats with velvet
undisturbed natural North. Built by quality
interior,AM FM CaSSbeauty abounding with craftsmen, with best
ette, 305 automatic
dogwoods overlooking heat pump, fully in
transmission, CB radio,
the lake. All this can be sulated, city water,
also 1977 Ford Cobra II,
yours with seller finan
concrete driveway and power steering, power
cing. Call 753 1492 and sidewalk. Nice private
brakes, automatic
let Century 21 Loretta lot in excellent
transmission, 302, new
Jobs Reltors help you.
neighborhood. BUY tires AM FM 8 track,
direct from owner be
CB radio. Call 753 6439,
fore Oct. 1st, for only
Commercial Property
1982 Datsun, 280 Z, Call
Phone
753
$33,900
9773.
has
in Coldwater
753 4023
near
Remodeled
home
several possibilities.
University. 3 bedroom 801 Ford Deisel. Call
2327. or 1 382 2764.
Service station, store,
plus f urrtistted apart 1 381
mentr Lots of, extra's.
clean-up shop.
50.
Call 753 3949
$12,000.
Three bedroom house 1965 Ford pickup. Call
CALL US AT
13822327or 1 382 2764,
1974
with
teee
ru
tr
ees established
o
703-40001mM 2266
quite
International
past fjp_aac
us
e_t
. -aarrprec late-7 Call -253.
she eat! 753`417777-7."
6554,
47. MigarCyClis
1975 El Camino, extra
1980 GS 1100L Sazuki clean, mechanically
must see to
sound.
Asking
motocycle
Call 753
Realtors
1981 GS 1000L appreciate
$2300
Sand(' motorcycle ex 0541
Village Hwy 641 N
ellent condition. Ask 1982 Chevrolet
Murray, Ky.
ing $2800. 759-9526 or Silverado pickup, 58500,
753 6802
Call 753 7855 after 5 PM

1
Mi. 0

47 Motorcycles

48. Auto Services

Four year old female
register Airedale, g000
blood lines, excellent
family pet
Call
437 4572

COUNTRY LIVING
PRIVATE neat 3, bed
room 2 bath home on
large fully wooded lot
miles East of Lynn
Grove_ Full finished
basement for an extra
family room or office.
Central heat and Air,
fireplace, deck. Call
1
oda
y
WHY RENT? nice 2
bedroom, 1 bath home
With owner financing
available located just
north of Hazel_
DUPLEX ON DODSON
A great buy. Let us
show you this property
with owner financing
a vailable.
Purdom & Thurman
Real Estate 753.4451.

30 MD

3E"

Murray, Ky.
Open 8-5 6 days
1901)491.8963
end

TVA hos four tracts of agricultural land in Calloway Coon
Kentucky, for rent from January 1, 1983, to December
31 1987 Thesef tracts vary in size from 4.0 - to
I 03 2 eves and nifty be used for hay and pasture only.
Bids for the use of the tracts will be received by TVA personnel at public auction at the south door of the Calloway
County Courthouse in Murray, Kentucky. on Thursday.
September 30, 1982. at 12:00 noon, CDT Sealed bids will
also be accepted until 4,15 p.m CDT Septembef It.
1982, for those individuals who cannot attend the public
auction The sealed bids will be opened at the auction and
read aloud to start the bidding on the tracts to which they
pertain. All bids must be mode on a full year's rental basis,
end all successful bidders must make payment in full for the
first year's rent at the Paris TVA office on or before
January I , 1983.
Nand bills describing tract locations, acreage land use
improvement credits and minimum acceptable bids along
with bid forms, and other information may be obtained from
the Supervisor Land and facilities Management 'West
Division of Natural Resource Operations. 202 West Blythe
Street, Poris Tennessee 38242, or cull 901 612 2041
TVA reserves the right to reject any and all bids
ty

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad from The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
CHIMNEY
SWEEPING
SERVICE
it now.
you may
have to wait. 4354348 or 762Clean
Later

4792.

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351 753-5352

Murray
Police Dept.
753-1621
Emergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
753-3151

RANDY
THORNTON
HAFTING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC

Poison

Carrier

Control

The carper Jsale, for soles
Wad tervit• so Merrily sad
Calleirey Csynly 107
Cbesteet

753-8181

753-7588

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Custom trim
Siding
References
work
Call Will Ed Bade,

753 0689

Police
911

driZZ)
)t.)01(t). .5e,r u /cc

Company
Heating and A
,Tonditionin;
hales Sales and
.'4,r- v ice

Modern

5neet Metal & Serce Departments

753-9290
TINA
OLSON
- & CO
Jones & Gray
Upholstery
105 N 7th
7 5 3 0670

Beauty Salon
1515.1ahnson
Blvd
753-9847,
Closed Monday
8 Wednesday.

•

It IIIE Sit NH ttKs

FINAH &
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OBITUARIES
Fred D. Orr's
C.I. Horton
dies; funeral funeral rites
to be Tuesday conducted

•

Cldrience I tiurton.
914 Coldwater Rd.. died
today at 7- 10 a.m. at
Westview Nursing Home.
The deceased, a retired
carpenter from Murray
State University, was a
member of Goshen
United Methodist Church.
Born Jan 21, 1899, in
Mississippi, he was the
son of the late Jesse B.
Horton and Lou Young
Horton.
Mr. Horton is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Carmen
Jones Horton, to whom he
was married Dec. 23,
1923; three daughters,
Mrs. Effie Kemp, Fulton,
Miss., Mrs. Charles R.
Frances I Adams, Albuquerque. N.M., and Mrs.
Purdom iJoi Lovett, Rt.
2; three sons, J.W. Horton, Paducah, Clarence
Rae Horton, Denver.
Colo., and Nick Horton,
Murray.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Lillie
Lehman, Saltillo, Miss.;
two brothers, Robert Horton, Tupelo, Miss., and
Bazzle Horton, Memphis,
Tenn.; 15 grandchildren:
nine greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m, in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Julian Warren
will officiate.
Burial will follow on
Wednesday in the Unity
Cemetery near Baldwin,
Miss.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy .take the form of
contributions to the
Goshen United Methodist
Church,

Mr. Colson's
funeral rites
held Saturday
The funeral for Silburn
Colson was Saturday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev,
Grandville Courtney: officiated.
Music was by Girls Trio
of Mt. Pleasant Baptist
Church, Canton. His six
sons. Otis, Jimmy,
Ramey. Charles, Johnny
and Silburn Lee Colson,
served as pallbearers.
Burial was in Pleasant
Hill Cemetery in Trigg
County.
Mr. Colson, 62, Rt. 3,
died Thursday at 11:40
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Myrtle Ray
Kilgore Colson; three
daughers, Mrs. William
Reed, Mrs. Cloys Puckett
and Mrs. Carl Scarbrough, six sons, three
sisters, one brother, three
half sisters, four half
brothers, and 12 grandchildren.

..-iervices for Fred
Dolphus Orr were Sunda.at 3 p.m. at North Fork
Baptist Church. The Rev.
James Phelps officiated.
Pallbearers were Morris Jenkins, Jackie
Wilson, Charles Paschall,
Ricky Orr, Rubin Fletcher and David Grayson.
Burial was in Oak Grove
Cemetery with arrangements by McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn,
Mr. Orr, 68, Rt. 1,
Hazel, died Friday at his
home. A retired farmer,
he was a member and
deacon of North Fork
Baptist Church.
Born May 30, 1914, in
Henry County, Tenn., he
was the son of the late
Jesse Lee Orr and Lula
Key Orr.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Naomi
Paschall Orr. to whom he
was married on Nov. 19,
1932; two daughters, Mrs.
Ray iJudyi Paschall.
Hazel, and Mrs. Terry
Patricft Wilson, Benton: four grandchildren.
Mrs. Resa Bragdon, Miss
Rhonda Wilson, Miss
Renae Wilson and Russ
Wilson.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Nola
Paschall and Mrs.
Thelma Byars of Murray,
and one brother. Herbert
Orr.

'Hill Street Blues'dominates Emmy awards for second straight year
WS ANGELES AP
— NBC's "Hill Street
Blues" dominated the
E:nunys for a second
sear. Ingrid Bergman
won an award for her

final pei !.'111“.11,
many of television's lop
honors went to shows that
were canceled or had
close calls.
Miss Bergman. who

Craft workshops scheduled

An outdoor
photography workshop,
conducted by Jim Archambeault, is just one of
many being offered by
the Craft Shop at Murray
State University this fall.
It will include an overnight camping excursion
to the Land Between the
Lakes where participants
will concentrate on color
photography in natural
light. The camping trip
will run from 8 a.m.
Saturday. Oct. 16, to early afternoon on Sunday.
Oct. 17. Cost will be 815
per student.
Students will need a 35
mm camera and at least
two rolls of slide or print
Ektachrome or
Kodachrome 64 speed
film. Camping equipment
can be obtained from the
MSU Intramural Office.
Archambeault, an exhibiting member of the
Kentucky Guild of Artists
and Craftsmen and
former UPI staff
photographer, has had
works exhibited all over
the state and will soon
have some of them shown
at the official opening of
the Wrather West Kentucky Museum Sept. 22.
He has also recently
•eleased a book entitled
'Kentucky" in which
thotographs of his two
:ears of extensive travel
hroughout the state have
>een compiled. It is now
ivailable at the Universiy Store on campus and
teadmore in the
chestnut Hills Shopping
Final rites for Mrs. Bet- 2- enter in Murray.
ty Phillips Brandon,
Anyone interested in
widow of Tilmo Brandon,
he outdoor photography
were Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe
officiated. Music was by or Prolint,
Grace Baptist Church ohland
Lowman Telephone
Choir with Terri Downey lsrh'iler
54 '5
Art -So
Aiisom.
as pianist.
-0s
Pallbearers were John ; or
;eneral Dynamics
31ii. rine
Phillips, Billy Phillips, ;mend
Yrs•
Motors
255 As
Tortuny Phillips, Bobby ;astral Tire
une
;ooirtch
Braggs, Garvin Phillips ';oodyear.
Ws n u,
32% - %
and Harold Phillips. ;off Oil
7246 .t.
: B A(
Burial was in Elm Grove 1 C Penney
435 .06
lerico
23513 29%A
Cemetery.
21% -li
A Mart
Mrs. Brandon, 84, 910 Penwell
M's .I.
;Maker Oats
Sycamore St.. died Satur- Teruo
51% .i.
Tobacco
day morning at her home. L'S
Wal Marl
Sc'-, •i.
She is survived by two Wendy's
HP. -Is
141.0 14',A
sons, Hobert and Hubert CWetter.
E F Yiek1
1117
Stork Market Furnished by First ol
Brandon, four granMichtgan
children and seven greatgranchildren.

workshop being taught by
Archambeault should
register as early as possible at the Craft Shop between 1:30 and 10 p.m.
Monday through Thrusday and from 1:30 to 5
p.m. Friday
Additional information
about the outdoor
photography workshop,
the Craft Shop or any of
the other workshops being offered may be obtained by calling 762-6119.

if cancer Aug 20,
was named best lead actress in a limited series or
special at the 34th Television Academy awards
Sunday night for her portrayal of Israeli Prime
Minister Golda Meir in
"A Woman Called
Golda." The syndicated
miniseries was also named best drama special.
"Hill Street Blues," the
realistic police drama
that combines violence
and comedy. won six Emmys, two short of last
year's record number.
The win gave a muchneeded lift to NBC, long
stuck in the ratings
cellar, and boosted the
network to the top with 20
Einmys.
:iic'd

ABC was next with 18
awards, CBS got 12, PBS
won five, and three went
to syndicated shows.
A disappointment for
NBC was "Fame," the
critically acclaimed but
low-rated show about
aspiring performers that
the network hoped would
gain attention the was
"Hill Street Blues" did
last year. The show won
only one award Sunday
night — to Harry Harri,
for directing --- to add to
the four awards it picked
up in the earlier announced technical and
craft categories.
"Barney Miller," axed
by ABC after eight years.
was named best comedy
series.

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
KLINT KELLEY - mA YFIELD, KY.— 247-0673 or 1-800-592-3488

Hog market

Livestock market
LOUISVILLE, Ky AP, USI A
E-sturiated receipts male and canes
2.400 slaughter deer, 2,18 lower
heifers 303 lower, cows opening I OW
203 lower. bulls 1 00 lower slanalfter
calves and vealera near Mod!,. feeders
opening 1 102 01:110•MT
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 9561,185
Ids Si 10.4110. pertload 6203. mixed
good arid choice 2-3 8961.100 lbs 56 50.
5903 slaughter heifers choice 2-4 0751.045 16s 56 00-58 30, partload 60 10,
good and choice 2.4850-1,115 lbs 540054 50 good 2.3718.030 lbs 48 0044 00
Slaughter cows commercial 3436 56
4303 amt.!. 1-3 34,16-60 00, feu highdressuut individuals 41 013-113 75. cutter

Federal.Siate Market News Service
1 2 32 50-36.M. canner and cutter under
1100lbs 0318.3373, slaughter bulls grade September 20.1982
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
1 1,155 0.54 00. grade 1-2 1,000-1105 OA
Report Include:66 Buying Stations
45 005104 grade 2 42 50.4018. Chat<
Remelts- Act. 1210 En KV Barrows& Oats
150-308 lb vealers 60(049 50. good 53 56
60 00 choice 326415 lb calves 5160' mostly 50 down Sows steady I higher events
oil weights over 500
5303. good 335-565 lbs 45 IA
Iii 1-2 21620 Ids
Pi 50-0103
Feeder steers medium frame I 246
659 50-60 50
310 lbs 60 0045 00, 350-500 lbs 61 06. US M0.210 lb(
160 0040 50
MS221625006.
69 5, 500-603 lbs 60 73-6203, 600-660 lbs
659 9940 00
US 2-3 256270 lbs
6203-03 03, 725-775 Ids 59 0660 31 810
Sorra
lbs partly fattened offerings 56 Z. large
US 1.2770-210 lbs
81( 0351 00
frame 1 990 lbs 5403, small and medium
US 1.3 300-450 lbs
151 C0A3 00
frame 1.2303-540 lbs 55 01.6010 501.650
030555 00
US I-34565(0 Its
lbs 5703-66 75 medium frame 2301-100
US 12 A0045016s
555 00-57 CIO few 57 50
I hr hI. 104- 11, yor. -7, 'h.
t61-57 50
150 0651 On
•it,,5650' US2-3 10155001ds
Boars 43 50-45

•

753-3355
COOKING SCHOOL
GOOD ALL DAY
SPECIAL T1WRS
SEPT. 23
COUNTERTOP —
MICROWAVE
OVEN
• C.c.s Iasi r.,
time Or
err per alu IC
• Three power
levels
• irscludeS a comprehensive easy- •
lo-underStand
Microwave Guide
& Cookbook

..'

•

SEE G.E. HOME ECONOMIST THIS
THURSDAY 7: PM IN OUR STORE

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

411‘

I.

Sunday-8:30 a.m. 9:45 a.m.
10:40 a.m. 6:00

037

GM QUAUTY
SF4N10E PARTS

MondalThru Wed. 7:10-0-.-m.

IN YOUR HOME,ON YOUR TV!

THE PUBLIC IS URGED TO ATTEND

SAY"HELLO AGAIN"
TO NEIL DIAMOND
IN YOUR OWN
LIVING ROOM
Agorr

BUY ANY RCA
VIDEODISC PLAYER AND

NURSERY AVAILABLE

SAVE— SAVE!

lift
Mrt -

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D 8, T
Is The Lowest In Town

--,.,

Zesta

Turner

Saltine

Ice Cream
$349
4 Gt.
"

i

AFTER 5:00 P.M.

Lipton

753-0023

Tea Bags

Tuna

Pal
f8A1
"
31=1:1
Teiw-Mo Selo Devehiponew lac

E spires 5•0r 25

Monroe Shock Absorbers, buy
3 at the regular price and-getone free!

RCA

T PICTURES

Chicken of the Sea

25 for $995

753-2617
641 S. Murray

D 81 T Warehouse Foods

753 0180o- 753 2798
8 1 6 Coldwater Rd

MADE FROM YOUR FAVORITE
COLOR NEGATIVE

F111
11
imrs

3112(1214L MOTORS Warn ODELS101s

p.m.

IIII & POPLAR CHURCH OF CHRIST

5
.
1 .54

PHOTO
GREETING
CARDS

r!

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

SEPT. 1 9-22

Ar

,
a

WE DELIVER

(11

Jade, :lode cloth interior, rear defogger, P.S.
P B, power windows, door locks, power seats
tilt, cruise, AM-FM,8-track, wire wheel covers

MARTEL PACE

,'•••
.
9 4

SAVE

,

1981 Olds Toronado

MARTEL PACE

4

unt s th, Derr

FEDERAL
MATERIALS

GUEST EVANGELIST

a.
Ii

Pizza

47

Concrete, Pea Gravel,

GOSPEL MEETING

Stock market

Godfather's

le

The three-hour award
show at the Rtsaciena

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

Mrs. Brandon's
• Sunday
rites
at local chapel

M
G
Complete
Glass
We install Auto Glass and
Store Fronts A insulated
glass
We fix storm
windows doors and screens
and cut glass table tops
mirrors and windows.
We also repair and replace
patio door glass

Civic Auditorium ended
with an emotional tribute
to Kate Smith. one of
TV's earliest variety
stars. She was pushed onto stage in a wheelchair
by Bob Hope, joining the
audience in singing "God
Bless America."

Michael Ir ix,:
as best lead actress in a
drama series for her portrayal of Mary Benjamin
in "Nurse," canceled by
CBS.

(iTEREt
GET

4
$ 1 99

100 Ct.
Reelfoot Bologna 1 Lb. sl"

..

61/2 Oz. Can
Field Bologna 1 Lb.'1"

Richtex

10 Lb.

Shortening

Potatoes

$ 1 24
42 Oz.
Yellow Onions 18' Lb.

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi
or
Mt. Dew
r

8 pac

Plus
16 Oz. Deposit

Mau.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri.-Sat. 8-8

894
Field Pro Leaguer 12 Oz. sl"
8 Pac
Plus
Sunkist 16
Oz. Deposit
Mello Yello
or
4
Orange Crush99
Across From Murray DrIvo-In
So 4th

0 ALBUMS OF YOUR CHOICE

FREE
WHEN YOU PURCHASE
ANY RCA
VIDEODISC PLAYER!
RCA's complete line of
VideoDisc Players now
includes two models with
the sensational full
RCA VIDEODISC PLATERS
Sound of stereo.'
START AS LOW AS
You couldn I ask for a
better time to add RCA
VideoDisc to your life
than during this special offer Elliot what you want to
see, when you want to see it—right on your own TV
Set RCA VideoDisc Players give you the ultimate in
home entertainment at a remarkably low COM Come
in and see the wide assortment of VideoDisc albums
available to choose from including new stereo titles
Up to 2 hours of entertainment on a single disc'

$299"

Bate yea re inlayed tee RCA 611111100iSC Player re leer
home we re Sure yes 11 be delighted NOWIgar d yee
ore sol MniPletely satisfied mem yaw player to
piece ml purchase ivillun SIllyt lor a 1011 lllll
I 40. sesra.
4^, IiStor
,
.Cl sirs lrC rriooko Sit 48 la'!'

Hurl', Oily, end, Ortobe, 20 1067

RCR

rditcj .
114111111. AINTIOCIS

'

